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Abstract
This thesis investigates the use of unsupervised lear.ning algorithms in applications of
pattortÌ recognition and data representation. Valious classical and artificial neural network

algorithms were included in the investigation. Par.ticular. attention \¿/as devoted to the
topics of valid clusteling and input component prediction applications. Thr.ough the
examination

of experiments on the algorithms consideled, it was determined that the

growing cell structure was the most plomising. With r.espect to valid clustering,

an

implovement is suggested for the self-organiTing map interpretation pr.oblem, and a new
process for interpreting the glowing cell structuÍe is suggested. A new technique in the

application of these algorithms to ploblems in the prediction of missing variables is
evaluated. It was concluded that these algorithms are effectively able to

fom

compressed

representations of theil original data sets which are useful in classif,cation and plediction
applications.
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Introduction

1.1 Preamble
Simply stated, the phrase 'pattern recognition' rcfers to a system's ability to categorize
objects into one of two or more classes. Of course, the ability to recognize or. classify
objects comes naturally to us humans. However, the gener.al area of patter.n recognition
does not pertain solely to the classiûcation of objects

i¡

two dimensional planes or thrce

dimensional real world settings. Thele are countless applications ranging fi.om the
plocessing of documents (chalactel recognition) to medical data (interpr.eting x-l.ays or
electlocaldiograms) which require the categorization of highel dimensional data. In the

latter case, the classiters used may be nebulous with respect to their. oper.ation and
methods of construction. That is, it is not always obvious which uiteria were used to make
the classifi cation decision.

Pattern recognition tasks have always been regarded as being important and requir.ing

optimal solutions. Therefore, the area has histolically received a lot of resealch attention,
and a variety of techniques used to solve the problem have been developed. Tlrpically, the

techniques used to create the classifiers are computationally intensive, each involving
numerous iterations over the data set

in order to achieve a satisfactory rate of corrcct

classifications.

classifiers are constructed based on the atfibutes of theil training and testing data sets,
The pattems to be recognized, i.e. classified, are stored in a vector. representation format

and may be either labeled ol'unlabeled. This is where the first distinction in classifiers

1.2 Purpose

becomes evirJent'. sr,tpervis¿¿l velsus unsupervised lecu.ning (ffaining). Those classifiets

delived using labeled data ale said to have performed super.vised lear.ning. This is because
they have made use of the a prioli knowledge of the data's classes (said to have been

provided by a teacher'.) Subsequently,
classifier,
recognitiorr

if

unlabeled data has been used to create the

it is said to have pelformed unsupervised
ir

learning. Classically, pattern

an unlabeled data environment is often refelred to as cluster anolysis.

The statistical approach is considered to be the traditional method for per{or.ming cluster
analysis. However, if as is usually the case, ftlll statistical information about the data is not

known, a deterministic-nonstatistical approach is required. Recently, classifier.s based on
neural netwol'ks and others making use of fnzzy sets have been r.eceiving much tesearch

attention 135,27,41. Finally, classifiels are often used as components

of

systems for

automated process conÍol ot' the prediction and/ol compression of data.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate unsupervised learning pattern recognition
algorithms through the compalison and contrast of sevelal systems which may be used for.
prediction and data compression tasks. Duting the course of the research, five algorithms

wele investigated for their properties with tespect to application to the above mentioned
problems. Specifically, the algolithms investigated include Kohonen's self-organizing
maps (SOM) [30-32], Fritzke's growing cell structures (GCS) t141, c-means algorithms

(CM) t3,41, Bezdek's fuzzy Kohonen clustering networ.ks (FKCN) [5] and Gath

and

Geva's unsupervised firzzy partition - optimal number of clusters (UFP-ONC) t171. The
nodes, or cells, in all of these algorithms essentially perfolm the same calculations. Each
node is able to compute its similarity, in the form of a distance nreasurc, to thô inputs flom
the data set. The differences between the algorithms stem from their unique approaches to
the modification of the positions of the nodes in order to improve the lepresentation of the
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data with each itelation. The lesearch in this alea is necessaly to determine

if any of

the

algolithms have inhelent advantages oveÍ the othels with respect to specif,c application
categories.

1.3 Scope
As indicated above, the scope of this thesis shall be limited to algorithms employing
unsupelvised leaming. However, an introduction to super.vised learning algor.ithms shall
be included in Chapter'2 for the pulpose of completeness. Extra emphasis

will

be given to

repofting a new way to use the classifiers fol prediction as developed during the course of
the resealch.

The lemaindef of this report is structured as follows:

.
.
.
.
.

Chapter 2 - Overview of pattem recognition including both supervised and
unsupervised learning algorithms.

Chapter 3 - Plesentation of the algolithms implemented for the thesis.
Chapter 4 - Discussion of issues regarding valid clustering.
Chapter 5 - Presentation of simulation results for. applications in the prediction of
the values of missing input components.
Chapter' 6 - Conclusions and recommendations for frtture work.

Chapter 2
Fattern Recognition Overview

The goals of this chapter of the report are the following:

.
.
.

Intloduce pattem lecognition systems.
Desclibe various supewised and unsupervised lealning algorithms and
their diffelences.
Explain the limitations of unsupervised learling.

Since this chapter of the leport is intended to plovide the readel with an introduction to

pattem recognition, the descÍiptions provided are merely cursoty and many reference
soulces ale cited for ñllther reading.

2.1 Composition of a Pattern Recognition System
Figure 2.1 depicts the pl'ocesses necessary

for a pattern recognition system. From the

figure, it is evident that there are several steps involved in the classification process, i.e.

.
.
.

data acquisition,

prcprocessing, and

actualclassification.

This thesis is not concemed with the data acquisition process itself. The methods used for
sensing and measuring the featules of the input data are independent of classification
techniques. The data is normally divided into two sets. The first (nor.mally taryer) set is to
be used

for the training, i.e. constnrcting, the classifier. The second set is retained for the

purposes of resûng the classifier to detelmine its classification enor rate after

it

has been

tlained. Both of the data sets must be statistically relevant and have well chosen featules

with respect to the classes within the problem which they lepresent. This criterion is

2.1 Composition

necessary

oJ a

Pnttern Recognition Sysîetn

in otdet to effect the greatest potential genelalization capabilities (robustness)

of the classifier. If the training and testing data

sets are not indicative

classification problem, the classifier's overall performance

will

of the gener.al

suffer'. Jain [28] suggests

that a good training set should contai¡ five to ten examples pel input dimension for.each

class

to be identified withirr the

data. We are also reminded

of the "curse of

dimensionality" - input features which ale not necessary in oldel to achieve classification
should be avoided for they may hindel the ptocess and lead to slow and overly complex
classiûel s.
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FIGURE 2.1. A General Pâttern Recognition Systenr,
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After the data has been collected, any necessary pr.eptocessing may be per.formecl. This
step may involve nolmalization and/or featurc extl.action (data reduction) processes used

to make the data sets more manageable. The f,nal step in the patteln recognition system is

the actual classification itself. Here, the feature vector is passed to the trained classifier
resulting in an output of the vector''s class.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the fir.st distinct way in which the

classifier.s

themselves are categorized is based upon whether or not the data used to train them is

labeled. The supelvised and unsupelvised iearning categories may also be subdivided
according to the approaches taken to solving the classification problem. Figure 2.2 below
presents a table of the taxonomy of classif,ers.

Classifier
Category

Artificial

Classical NeuralNetrvorks

Trai
Dat¿a

Statistical or
Detelministic

Labelled

Classifiers

(cf. Section 2.2.

Non-la

Cluster
Analysis

Supervised

Leaming
Neural Nelworkr
(c1. Sectron 2.2.2

Unsuperuised

Leaming
Neural Networks

cf. Section 2.3.1

(cf. Section 2.3.2)

FIGURE 2.2. A Tâxonomy ofPattern Classifiers.

In this thesis, classifiers are

sepal'ated

into two categories: classical and neural network

based. Since we are concerned with unsupervised pattern recognition, the types of
classifiers in the top two quadrants of the table were not included in the focus of this
thesis. However,

for

completeness, they are briefly described

in the report. For the

2.1 Composition of a Pattern Recognilion

Sysfenx

pulposes of this report, the category of classical classifiers includes all techniques that are
not neural netwolk based.
Figure 2.3 depicts the three ways that a pattern recognizer may deter.mine the classes

within a data set. The illustlations are for a two dimensional example and indicate the
intuitive methods of dividing the data points into classes. In the fir.st case, shown in
Figure 2.3(a), the classes are defined by means
These boundalies ale hyperplanes

of decision

boundar.ies between them.

within the input space, and represent characteristics of

the classes in the problem. Such a classif,cation scheme may be employed only when the

training set is labeled. Here, the tlaining process consists
boundaries, i.e. lealning the charactelistics
misclassification is achieved.

A

of

adapting the decision

of the classes, until an

candidate data point is assigned

acceptable rate of

full

member.ship to a

palticular class based upon its position relative to the boundaly lines.

tþ.
v,/

O

3

oa^

4

tat
Class I

(a)

FIGURE 2,3, Classification techniques.
(a) Decision Boundaries, (b) Vector Quantization (cluster prototyþes) and (c) Elastic Clustering.

The second classification technique, which is shown in Figure 2.3(b), is commonly
refelred to as veclor quantization. With this approach, prototypes (centroids) for clusters

within the data set are developed during the trai-ning process. For reasons explaìned in
Section 2.2.1, vectol' quantization techniques for pattem rccognition puÍposes are used

2.2 Supervised Learning Algorithms

only with unlabeled data sets. Each new point to be classified is assignecl a grade of
ntembership to the various clustels based upon its r.elative distance to them all.
The final classification technique, depicted in Figure 2.3(c), is a hybr.id of the f,rst two. It
may be used only with labeled training sets. This appr.oach makes use of 'ektstic rings' to
define the boundaries of the classes within the data set. The points to be classified are then
assigned f,rll membelship to a particular class

if

they lie within the r.ing for that class,

othelwise, a glade of membelship with respect to rclative distance to the closest points on
the lings of all the classes is assigned.

In view of the above, it is evident that when constl.ucting a classifier., having labeled clata is

a luxury that plovides several implementation options.

Wher.eas supervised learning

classifiers may take theil folm from any of the thr.ee paradigms presented

unsupervised leaming algorithms are essentially consigned

il

Figur.e 2.3, all

to performing vector

quantization. The following two sections of the Íeport pr.esent some of the supervised and
unsupelvised techniques currcntly used in pattenì recognition.

2.2 Supervised LearningAlgorithms
As mentioned in the previous section, the phrase 'supervised learning, refers to

the

classifier's training algorithm making use of the pleviously labeled data to construct the
classifier. ln Figure 2.2,

"A Taxonomy of Pattem Classifiers." on page 6, it may be seen

that the classifiers in the top two quadrants belong in the super.vised learning category. We

shall first present the classical supervised pattern lecognition techniques, followed by a
selection of available neural network approaches.

The error ¡'ate oî a classifier is estimated by experimentally determining the fraction of
misclassifications of the test data set. This estimate is improved by incleasing the m¡mber

of samples in the test set.

2.2 StEervised Leurning Algorithms

2.2.1 Classical Supelvised Learning Classifiers

All of the classifiers

presented in this section arc one-step or single str¿g¿ classifiers,

classification problem is too complicated, i.e. too large, to be handled

in

If

the

one-step,

hielarchical classifiers may be employed. No loss of gener.ality is incur.red by describing
only the one-step classifiers.

2.2,1.1 Decision Boundary Tlpe Classifiers
In typical classification ploblems, complete statistical information is usually not known a

prioli. In such a case, an estimate of the statistical natule of the problem

space must be

derived from the tlaining samples. The acculacy of the estimate depends on how well the
data set lepresents the statistics of the classes within the problem. Such a situation gives

rise to two types of classical supetvised classifiers. Firstly, statistical pattern classifiers,

which make use of the known distlibutions for the categor.ies within the data and well

known concepts from statisticai decision theory to determine the class boundaries.
Secondly, deterministic pattem classif,ers, which are consttucted by means of estimates of

the distlibutions fol the gloups \¡/ithin the data. These distribution estimates ate derived
through a statistical analysis of the classes within the labeled training data set. Since both

of

these kinds

of classifiers are used to define hald decision boundaries between tho

classes .,vithin the data, they ale of the typs shown in Figure 2.3a.

A hard decision

means

that a sample is assigned either full membership in a class oì.none at all. This decision is
based upon the sample's position rclative to the class boundaries. I¡t such classification
schemes, there are no grades of memberships assigned to the samples.

In the case of complete knowledge of the distlibutions within the data, or a hypothetically

infinite tlainirrg data set, the Bayes decision rule produces the optimal classifier. Let

a

feature vector (data point) have a probability density function conditional on the pattern

2.2
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class given as p (;rl co,). The Bayes decision lule [15,16] is then described by Equation
2.1: pattem ;r is assigned to class

o,

if

p(@ilx)>p(a,lx) Yj+i.

(z,t)

where p (<o,l x) is the posteriol density fol class ro, defined by Equation 2.2

p (ar,l

x)

=

2

(o,)

p (ro,)
(2.2)

c

)
whele p

(.vl ro,)

r; (xl ro,)i; (ro,)

are the a priorÌ class densities.

The Bayes decision rule is optimal. That is, for a given pr.ior distribution, thele does not
exist a decision rule having a smaller probability of misclassification. Such a classification
technique is deemed to be parametlic because the class densities are known or may be

well estimated. The distributions ale commonly assumed to be multivariate gaussian in
nature. Such an assumption leads

to simple decision boundaries which

ar.e linear. or.

quadratic. Multiclass ploblems result in piecewise-linear. or piecewise-quadratic decision
boundalies, If a parametric form for the classifiel cannot be assumed dr¡e to for instance,

multimodal classes within the data, a non-parametric or geometrical approach must be
taken. The largest family of deterministic classifiers arc the Nearest Ne4gååor classifiers
described by Cover and Hart [8].
The Nearest Neighbor', or k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), classifrers are intuitively appealing

in that, the

process of classifying an unkno\ryn data sample gives the most weight to the

evidence of neafby known samples. The number ofnearest neighbors taken into accoulìt,
fr, may be grcater than or equal

feature vectol
nearest

tr

r

to i. Essentially, the k-NN classifrcation nrle assigns the

to the class which is most heavily represented within the group of

aining vectors.

fr
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The complexity ofsuch classiûcation schemes results fi'om the need to compute a distance
measure from the test vectot to be classified and each vectol.

itÌ the training set rvhile

keeping track of the classes of the k closest neighbors. In order.to reduce the complexity

of this family of classifiels, editing and

conclensing ptocedures may be invoked on the

tlaining data set. The editing process consists of the r.emoval of strangers (outliers) fi.om

the training set. The removal of such vectors imptoves the enor Íate of iow k-NN
classifiers which are particularly susceptible

to rnaking classification enors in

such

instances. The tlaining data condensing process involves the l.emoval fi.om the data set

of

all vectors not immediately close to a decision

to

boundar.y. The use

of such a process

remove the non-essential training vectols may r.esult in a great reduction in the size of the
data set.

The nonparametlic apploaches perform bettel. in real-world environments where the data
set does not contain very many samples. This superior performance is due to the extra
specifrc information about the class boundaties which are determined by the geometrical
approaches. However, the performance boost comes at a cost of the long training times
required by these techniques.

2.2.1.2 Supervised Vector Quantizers
We now examine the possibility of creating supervised classifier.s of the type shown in

Figule 2.3b. Vectol quantizers used for pattem recognition are appealing for two reasons.

First, each class is replesented by a single plototype, usually the centroid. Secondly,
vecto¡' quantizers allow

for the possibility of the assignment of grades of member.ship in

those cases where a good classification decision is not very likely. An example of such a
case occuls

if

the sample lies dilectly on the midpoint between its two closest centÍoicls.

Hele we would intuitively like to assign the sample an equal grade of membership to each
cluster.

2.2
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Since the decision spaces in vector quantization ale defined in terms of neighbor.hoods
alound the clustel plototypes, they are very tegnlal in their shape. The clusters found arc

typically hyper-sphelical or hyper-elliptical in nature, depending on the type of metric
employed. A Euclidean metlic would lesult in hyper-spher.ical clusters, while a nlatrix

norn induced mehic would

resr.rlt

in hyper'-elliptical cluster.s. For a further discussion of

the influence of the choice of metrics, the leadel is referred to Section 2.4 of the present
leport and Bezrlek l4l.

Although easily constlucted, supervised vector quantization techniques are not gener.ally
used. Since the classes within leal world data sets need not be hyper-spherical or.even

hyper-ellipticat

in nature, the k-NN type classifiels would result in better

boundaries. For this rcason, supervised classif,ers
consideration

in the pÍesent report.

decision

of this type ar.e given no

further

However', such techniques are patamount to the

unsupervised learning tech-niques described in Section 2.3.

2.2,1.3 F,lastic Clustering Classifi ers
The third technique fol creating a supervised pattern classif,er., as shown in Figure 2.3(c),
is known as Elastic CLustering. The classes within the data set are identified by enclosing
each in a closed loop. Such a procedure however is non-trivial. The method pr.oposed by

Srikanth et al [45] generates closed loops which result in groups of pattems of the same
data class. Then the vectors in the test set are assigned fuzzy member.ship values with
respect to each cluster',

The loops are considered to be elastic rings which are initially placed in the problem
space. The rings are represented by equidistant points on there cfucumferences. The r.ings
are slowly expanded to enclose all the training patterns belonging to the same class. This

ling expansion

process is analogous to frtting elastic bands around pegs placed in space.

Each ring is deûned to have a conesponding en ergy

Er, defined by Equation 2.3. Training

2.2
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the classifiel consists of optimizing the placement of the rings by minimizing the r.ing
energies through a gradient descent procedure.

t_
E,=-(rK\rnl*fl",-yJ,K)+ÊIlrj*r-r;

e3)

IJJ

where Õ (tl,

tlaining set

K)

and

is definecl as e-rf /2t( , X, is the position vector of the ith pattern in the

yj is the position vector of a point on the elastic band (r.ing).

Each ring energy function is formed so that a change in point Yr, given by Equation 2.4

Ayj =

where W,, =

aE-

-K#.
"'i

=

a\w,,{x,-y,) +gK(y¡+r-2y,+y¡_)

(2.4)

t

O(lxi-yjl,K)/(>@(lXi-Ykl,K)),

and

o,p

anct

K

ar.e constants,

k

results in the reduction of the ring's energy.
The two parts of the energy function ensule that once the ftlnction is minimized, the band
passes close to the pattems

which are nearcst to the band and the points on the band

ar.e

pulled close to their immediate neighbors.

Once the training plocess has been completed, sets for the classes ate immediately
evident. Any test vector laying within the colesponding r.ing has full membership to that
class. Those test vectors which do not

lie within the areas enclosed by the rings are

assigned gladed (or fuzzy) membelship

to each class. Equation 2.5

descr.ibes the

nembership of a test pattem .r to the palticular cluster.having its centroid at point C:

l^

(

membershio(x)

= I|
I

c--

( (D

- R)',/ (o.

t¡O<n
R) )

olnef lvlse

(2.s)
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whele o is a parameter which determines the steepness of the membership function, D is
the distance bet\ryeen the clustel centel C and the test pattelx

r

and

R is the

distance

between P (the closest point on the dng with respect to the test pattem .v) and the cluster

center. Figure 2.4 illustrates typical lesults

of the graded

member.ship assignment

procedure fol the Fuzzy Elastic Clustering process.

Clearly, such a classif,cation scheme is supeliol to a conventional vector quantizatio¡.t
approach due to its ability to identiff the illegulally shaped boundar.ies of classes iu real

wolld ploblems. It was mentioned above in the leport that by design, the k-NN algorithms

perform better than the vectol quantizels

in

such cases. Other researchers

l.epol.t

classif,cation results from the ltrzzy elastic chrstering method to be comparable to those
obtained by the Fuzzy k-NN algolithm [45].

Test Pattern

x

p

EI.

Me¡nbership = 1.0

!

Membership values
decrease continuouslv

rvith the distance fror-l
cluster centle.

0SMenbershíp<l

(a)

FIGURE 2.4. Fuzzy Elastic Clustering.
(a)Detelmining a sample's membership;åji%,lrTJí?f"""liilìCtusteiing, (b) Memberstrip varues.

In summary, this section has introduced the three main methods for which supenised
pattem recognition has been performed in the classical approach. An overview of the
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Bayesian, k-NN and Elastic Clustering algorithms was plesented with a short discussion
on the main points of each technique.

2,2.2 Supervised Learning Neural Netrvorks
It has been saicl that mankind has been vely successfirl in creating computers to effectively
perfolm tasks which we could not easily do oulseives. With that accomplished, designer.s
directed theil efforts towards cleating computers for. the per.formance of the simple tasks

which we oulselves managed with ease. Not only did the r.esearchers achieve only ver.y
limited success, but they also realized how little is understood about the manner.in which
these tasks were pelformed

in the first place. The human

br.ain or biological neural

netwolks in general are huge massively palallel pattem rccognition systems.

poltion of pattern lecognition lesearch fir recent

year.s has been focussed

A

large

on artificial

neulal networks (ANN) t351.

ANNs ale structured as small scale conceptualizations of their biological counterparts.
Neural networks are very well suited

fol

perform vector-to-vectol' mappings. Due to

pattern recognition ptoblems because they

the

aptitude towards pattern l.ecognition,

ANNs are also suitable for valiable prediction problems and controller applications.
ANNs consist of highly interconnected simple computational units refened to as neurons.
The weighted intercon¡ects between the neurons lepresent the synapses of the biological
neural nets. Figule 2.5 shows a model for the basic structurc of the neulons used irl such
systems. Each neuron unit is descrjbed as simply ptoducing an output value,

y, described

by the Equation 2.6:

)

=

8(!x,w,*0)

(2.6)
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where x, represent the values of the inputs to the neuron, Ìr,j reprcsent the connection
strcngths (weights) of the sepa|ate inputs, antl 0 represents the threshold or bias value of
the r.rnit.

FIGURE 2,5. A simple neuron model.

Figule 2.5 also shows several typical choices for the shapes

of the neurons'

transfer.

finctions. It is here noted that said transfer fl¡nctions are typically non-linear and output
band-limited to ranges

of

[0,

r] or lr, t].

One of the most common choices for transfer

functions belongs to the sigmoidal class and is known as

The

logisüc rttnction. The logistic

function is defined by Equation 2.7 below

.9(x.)

=

I

7+e-"

(2,7)

-:

ANNs have such great computational abilities due to the nonlineal nan¡re of their neurons
and the fact that they are systems
computational scheme is known

as

of many highly interconnected such units. Such

parallel distibuted processing.

a
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2.2.2.1

F

eerlforrvard ANNs

Two main classes of supelvised lealning ANNs ar.e obtained fr.om the different ways in

which these neulons are intelconnected. These different system alchitectures are called
feedforward and constraint satisfaction. The feedforward type architechues are currcntly
the most prominent family. In this group, netwol*s are stnlctured in layers. Each layer.

may have any numbel of neurons (nodes) as lequired. Typically, the layer.s ar.e fully
intelconnected. Figute 2.6 shows a thlee-layer feedforwar.d type ANN refetred to as a
M ult i- krye r

P e rc ep

tron ( M LP ).

Output Layer'

Hidden Layer

Input Layer'

FIGURE 2.6. A Multi Lâyer P€rceptron,

The fiaining process for sr¡ch networks consists of presenting each input patteln and then

computing the difference vector between the networ.k's expected and actual outputs. The

network's overall performance is described by a quality factor Íypically clescribed by a
sum of squared enols equation similar to Equation 2.8:

Eurp =
on",unt)2
*L>ro0,,,,."dct
where the first summation is over all patterns and the second summation is ovet all output
nodes.
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The quality factol is frequently refered to as an energy function. Further.more, the process

of tlaining the netwolk is analogously desclibed as an optimization procedure aimed at
ninimizing the energy of the net.
Rumelhalt et al [42] described a tlaining algorithm fo| MLps by which the weights within
the network ale adapted

in such a fashion as to mininize the networt,s

tlaining method is known

as Backpropugarion of

energy. This

Effors (Backprop for. short) and in its

simplest folm is a gladient descent algolithm. The partial delivatives of the energy
function are computed with lespect to every weight within the network. Each weight rr,
then may be updated at iteration step l, according to Equation 2.9:

w(t) = 1v (r- l) +^Ìr (r)

(2.9\

where

Áru(r) =

-"'#+BÂ,u(r-') , :'-to'i-l
p.[o,r]

(2.t0\

cr is the learning rate paramet and is usually kept small to prevent oscillations within
the weight space during the optimization process, and
speed up the learning process by

p is a momentwn

par.ameter used to

filtering high frequency oscillations of the weights.

2,2.2.2 R.ecrl¡rrent Neural Netrvorks

A

subclass within the feedforwald category of supervised ANNs are clistinguished by the

fact that they contain feedback connections fiom the network's output units to a set of
s¡¿l¿ neìJrons.

ïvilliams and Zipser [46] devised a learning algorithm for such sÍucfures

which ale commonly rcfened to as recurrenr neural networks (RNi/). Some of the state
neurons setve as output units and the rest arc h.idden units. The RNN also contains a set

of

non-lecurrent input unifs, Thus, the RNN may be compared to a feedforward network
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having an arbitrary number of identically interconnected layers. By their nature, these
netwolks operate only in discrete time. Such networks have an innate ability to process
temporal signals [37]. These input signals are sequences of arbitrary length varying over
discrete time.

2,2,2.3 Constaint Satisfaction Nettyorks

The netwolks of the second category of super.vised ANNs are known as constfttint
satisfaction netwo¡*s. These networks consist of N fully interconnected neurons. Research

interest increased in such neural networks after Hopfield's original wor.k
That wolk used binary neulons having possible states of

'0'

network ale replesented by a weight matr.ix, T, with 7,,

or.

in

1982 [24].

'1'. The weights within the

= 0. The neuron updates

ar.e

asynchronous (random in time, but having a speciflc mean attempt l.ate). The state ofeach

neùrcn ui, is leadjusted according to the nrle defined by Equation 2. I i:

V,-+ I
v,-+ o

tf

>T¡jVj

>u¡

(2.n)

<ui

whele U, is the threshold or bias value for the ith neuron.
This type of ANN functions as a content-addressable or associative memol.y.
neuron states

A

set of

7",s = 1 ...n aÍe stored in the network through the use of a one-shot

storage prescription algolithm[24]

T,j

=

>(2Vl-

1)

(2vj-

1) ,vith 2,,

=

0.

(2.t2)

J

Consider the special case where T,,

Ea=

=

T¡i and an energy function is defined

-)22r,,v,v,

as:

(2.13)
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The stored states conespond to local energy minima in the state space. These energy
minima have couesponding basins of attraction.
state (not one

If

the netwolk is placed into an initial

of the stored states) and the neurons are allowed to adjust

according to their update rule, eventually, tho netwol.k

themselves

will end up in one of its local

minima.

A Hopfield netwolk's appealingly quick learning algor.ithm makes it a likely candidate for
both associative memories and pattern classification problems. However, Hopfield nets clo
possess some

limiting factors as well. Their pattern r.ecall times

ar.e pr.olonged

by the

networks' seÍtling time requirement. Additionally, storage capacity is relatively limited at
about 0.15N for a netwolk having ly' neurons [24].

If

there is an attempt to store mot.e

items than that limit, spurious unwanted local minima occnr.. However; such minima are
usually not vely deep, and theil detlimental effects may be somewhat atleviated through
an unlearning process [25].

In [26], Hopfield showed that his networks could also be

constructed of neurons having graded response characteristics.

Another type of ANN is known as a Boltzmann machine (BM) tl,22l. The BM is

a

genelalization of the original Hopfield netwolk. In the BM's learning algorithm, units
update theil states according to a stochastic decision nrle. The neurons

in a BM

are

sepalated into categories of input, hidden, and output units. Each input-output pair to be
learned is coded as a state of the visible units of the networt.

Durìng training, three probability distributions are associated with each of these states.
The first represents the probability that the inputs are in a state o. The seconcl represents

the probability that the outputs are

in a state B given an input state of o. The final

probability represents the probability that the outputs are in the state p when the inputs are
clamped in the state

cx,.

With the incorporation of a simukued annealing approach in its

learning algorithm, the BM learns to minimize the distance between the probability
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distributions of the output units when they are clamped and when they are not clamped

(fol all of the states to be stoled).
According ro Hinron [23]...
"Stochastic Boltzmann machines learn slowly, partly because of
the time required to rcach thermal equilibrium and partly because
the leaming is driven by the differcnce between two noisy
variables, so these variables must be sampled for a long time at
thermal equilibrium to reduce the noise."

This statement implies that BMs learn slowly partly because of their stochastic naturc. A

detelmiristic BM (DBM) was introduced by Peterson and Ander.son [40] by using

a mean

field approximation to simulate the stochastic system. The capabilities of mean field
theory (MFT) learning were explored
descent

in [41],

and a proof that

it perforned gr.adient

in weight space was shown in [23]. The DBM, also known as tbe meon fieltl

machine, is an appealing ANN due to its lelatively short training times (as compared to

BMs and backprop), its bidirectionality (may be
a classifier), and its ease

a content-addressable

memory as well

as

of implementability [41].

2.3 Unsupervised Learning Algorithms
The pattem ìecognition techniques described in this section are represented by the bottom

two quadrants of Figure 2.2, "A Taxonomy of Pattern Classifier.s." on

page

6. Since

unsupervised pattern recognition deals with unlabeled data, a training datum's class is not

pleviously known. Consequently, the number

of

classes

to be found is usually not

precisely known either. Most unsupervised pattem recognition techniques expect prior.
knowledge of the number of classes to be found within the data. Each class would then be
represented by a prototype or centroid.

However,

if the number of

classes is not previously known, we cannot then provide the

classiûer any information regarding the number of prototypes to develop. There are two

2.3
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ways to solve this dilemma. Fol the first method, cluster validity indexes arc evaluated

given an assumed number of classes in the data, These measutes are evaluated over

a

range ofcluster counts. The cluster count having the best validity index is then declafecl to

be the best way to paltition the data. The second approach involves the development of a
lalge numbel ofprototypes (vector quantization to many levels). Since thore are now more
prototypes than classes, a post-processing stage is invoked to group the prototypes into the

appropliate number of clustels. Both classification techniques

ar.e discussed

in Chapter 4

of this leport.

As previously mentioned, all

unsnpervised learning algorithms perform vector.

quantization of the input space. This quantization or discretization of the input space is not

uniform. Instead, the nodes end up being distributed

in

such a fashion as to best

apploximate the distribution of the data set, Thel.efote given a set numbet of nodes, the
data replesentation and classiûcation capabilities

of the

algor.ithms

in this family

are

essentially equivalent. Such classiflers diffel in the manner which they were trained. That

is, each algolithm uses a unique node update pr.ocedure and contains the necessary data
structules and abstractions for its implementation.

In order to comparatively

evaluate

these algorithms, we must examine their relative complexities.

2,3.1 Classical Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised pattem recognition is often refened to as cluster analysis. The classical

apptoach pattem lecognition using unsupervised learning has been

to maintain

one

prototype per class to be identified within the data set. These prototypes, which are points

within the data space, are defined to be the centroids of the clusters formed from the data
set. Cluster membership values for each pattern in the data set arc assigned based upon the

pattenì's relative distance with respect to all

of the cluster prototypes. If the training
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pattel'ns have been properly clustered, the gloups

will acculately reflect

the classes within

the data.

Ball and Hall [3] introduced an iterative algorithm to compute the appropriate coordinates

for the clr¡stel prototypes. Originally known
Technique (ISODATA), the algolithm

as

lteruîive Self-Organizing Data Analysis

is now commonly referred to as the C+neans

algorithm (CM). Since its intloduction, thele have been numer.orls adaptations and
hyblidizations of the CM algorithm to accommodate classification in data sets having
clusters of ilregulal shape, valiable density, variable size, an unknown number, or noisy
dara 14,5,9,10,17,341.

A common propelty of these algor.ithms is that all of the data

is

consicleled in parallel, This necessitates complete knowledge of the tr.aining set prior. to
execution.

2,3.1.1 Data Partition Matrices

In additiorr to the cluster plototypes, each of these algorithms maintain a data partition
matrix (DPM). A palticular DPM, U, consisting of elements u,n, contains one row for
each of the c clusters to be formed, and o¡te column for each of the

r?

pattems in the data

set.

There ale two distinct classes of maûices which are used to partition a data set. The
diffelences stem from the sets of allowable values for.a,o, which describe the membership

of each pattem to each class. Hald (Boolean) Iogic only permits a pattem to have either

ftill membership in a particular category or none at all (u,o e {0, i } ). Using fuzzy sets
intloduced by Zadeh [47], allows pattenìs to have gr.aded membership values in the range

[0, 1].InBezdek's [4] notation, thesetsof all hard DPMs, M",

and

aI fuzzy DPMs, M¡",

which separate ¿ data points into c clusters, are described by Equations (2.14) ancl (2.15)
respectively:
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cl,

M, = {tJ eV,,,lu,o e {0, 1}Vi,k;\u,o:lVkQ<\u,o<nVi}
i= I

(2.t4)

k=1

cn

M¡"

= {U eV"ultr,¡ e [0, 1]Vi,k;lu,o:lYk;O< lu,n<nYi]
i= I

(2.ts)

k=l

where V",, is the set of all c x ¿ matlices. The first constraitt stipulates that the sum of
each patteln's membelship values for the sepal.ate clusters must always be equal to 1. The
second constraint ensurcs that each clustel must be represented by at least one br¡t not all

of the data pattems.

2,3.1.2 C-Means

The CM algorithm begins with an initially random set
{ v,l I

e

[ 1,

cl

]

in the input space

911,.

Beal.ing in

of

cluster prototypes,

nind the above cletnitions for

data

partition matrices, we define the ith cluster's pl'ototype to be the centroid of its constituent
pattems. This point in the input space is descrjbed by Equation 2.16:

| (u,)"'xo
,¡--i| {u,),,,
whe[e .r¿ €

X

(the set of

(2.r6)

¿ dimensional input vector.s) and rr¿ is teferued to

as being a

Íìrzzification factor, meaning that the elements of the DPMs will become less cr.isp as m is
inc¡eased. We set

in =

the useful range for

m

1

=

for hard DpMs or let m
[ 1 .5,

e

(1,

-)

is for ftrzzy DpMs (typically,

4] ). This rcsults in two classes of CM classifier

Means (HCM) and Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) respectively.

s,

Hard C-
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The validity of the DPM (and subsequently the cluster prototypes) is reflected by ever.y
centroid's ability to represent each patteln ful its class. A pzuticular DPM's perfor.mance

index is measured by a Within Groups Swn of SErared E¡.¡¿rs functional J,,r(IJ,

v)

as

defined below:

cN

J,,,(It,v)

where d,o

=

I I
í= 1&=

= ll¡¿-r,,lland ll .ll is any iruer

et.¡¡),,,(d¡)2

(2.r'7)

I

product induced nor.m on

911,

As mentioned previously, CM is an iterative algorithn. At each new iteration, the new
DPM is computed in the following maûter:
In the case of HCM:

uik1):l

iÎ

¡k(t):0

otherwise

u

¿¡kG): "t'r" (djkØ)

(2.

r8)

In the case of FCM:

Illdik1) -

0thenset

uík1) = 1aúr.¡¡,(t) = 0 VJ+,

(2.r9)

u¡¿(t) =

(2.20)

otherwise

c

I

(tl¡¡/ tt,o¡2/ Q"- r)

In the same step, each cluster prototype, u,, is updated according to Equation 2.16 above,
The CM training algorithms mây be viewed as a procedure of optimizing a DPM (or
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altemately a set of prototype vectors) in order to minimize the objective fttnctional. A

ploof of these algorithms' convetgence to local minimum is given in V,p.671.
2,3.2 Unsupervised Learning Neural Netrvorks
Since unsupelvised ANNs ale not provided with taryet output values for. use

in

the

learning plocess, neul'orls output values do not directly rcpresent the networ.k's input
vector''s class. Instead, the network's task is to attempt to represent the input space. Each
neuron assumes responsibility for the representation, i.e. acts as the prototype, ofa subset

of the set of input vectors. It outputs a dissimilality measuLe which acts as an indication of
the quality of its representatiot of the netwolk's current input. Typicalty, the match value

is expressed as a distance nreasule as defined by an inner pr.oduct inducecl nom of the
difference vector between the network input and the particular neuron's current \,veight
vector'. That is, given

x, e X e 9lp as the current input vector to

the networ.k. The output

value of the jth neuron, oj, is defined by:

o¡ = d(i,
where

j)

= llr,-

urll

(2.21)

v, is the jth neurcn's current weight vector and ll .ll is any inner product incluced

no¡m on 91P.

Duling training, each neuron computes its match to the cur:rent input vector. Through
competitive process, usually

"whler

take all", a neuron's weight vector is updated in

older to improve its ability to represent the cunent input. That is,

winner,

a

it is moved closel' to the cunent point in

if

the jth neuron is the

the input space by some fi.action,

I e (0, 1) (often labelled as the network's learning rate), of its difference vectot:
tYi**

= tt,¡ro+)t(x,-

tt,¡.,0)

(2.22)
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Unsupervised ANNs are often deemed to be more biologically plausible than their.
supervised countetparts, especially the MLP algorithm which

is

dependant on the

computation of valious paltial delivatives.

2.3,2,1 Kohonen's Self-organizing Maps
Kohonen intloduced a class of unsupervised ANNs known as Self-Organizing Maps
(SOM) t31,321. SOMs ale biologically motivated fiom examples such

as the

cortical maps

and tactile sensory maps in the brain. Figute 2.7 below illustrates the structure of a two

dimensional SOM. The sûucture consists

of a collection of

neurons such as those

described by Eq uation 2.21 above. Each of the neulons has weights connected to all of the

network's input units. The neurons are arlanged in a low dimensional atray (typically 2-D

or 3-D). Neighborhoods surrounding the neurons, N fu, k) (using a 2-D example), are
defined to consist of the 'nealby' elements in the

ar.r.ay.

2D anay of neurons

x¡ (p dirnensional input vector)

FIGURE 2.7. Kohonen,s Self-organiz¡ng Mâp.

Upon the random presentation of an input vector to the network, a competitive process is

initiated with a 'winner' node, fol instance neuron fu, &) , being declared if:
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o¡¡ = min (o,,r,r)Ym, n

(2.23)

The weights of all the neurons in the SOM are then upclated according to the following
equations:

trtlt,t(t+1) = rvu,,G)+S(m,n,j,k,t)(x¡-\v,,,,,(t))V(m,n)
(t + 7) = 1v,,,,, (t) V (m, n) e R (j, k, t)
t,ú1

eR(j,k,t)

(z.zîb)

ty

Equation 2.24a

is similar to Equation 2.22. The difference

between the two

teplacement of the simple lealning parameter., )u, by S (m, n, j, k,

(z.z4a)

is

the

t) e (0, 1 ) , a function

of the neuron's ploximity to the winner node within the SOM and the training step. During
training, both the learning parameteÍ and the winner neuron's effective neighborhoorl ale

typically decleased with time. With each iteration of the algorithm, the positions of the
neurons in the input space bettel represent the distribution of the input set. The tlaining

algorithm is terminated once the sum of weight changes in an epoch (one time thr.ough the
training set) drops below a preset threshold value.
One of the SOM's accolades is that the mapping preserves the topology

of

the

input space.

This means that input vectors which are 'close' to each othel in $1p will result in winner
nodes which are close to each other

in the map. However, this

feature

of topology

preservation is not a criterium which is speciûcally used to define the algorithm's weight
update rules. Instead, it is a quality which emerges as a side-effect of the neighbor.hoods

implemented around the winner nodes during the tr.aining. Using metr.ic topology
preserving measules, Bezdek and Pal

[6] show that the topology preservation is not

implemented as effectively as in othet feafule extracting algor.ithms such as principal
Components Analysis or Sammon's algorithm. Unlike the SOM, both of these algorithms

have the ability to produce distinct mappings for each input pattern. SOMs must quantize
the input space to as many points as there are nodes (typically many less nodes than input
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vectors) and ale therefole limited in the numbel of distinct mappings they may protluce. It
is this disclete nature that prohibits the soM flom imploving the topology preservation of
the mapping.

2,3,2.2 Growing Cell Stluctures

Fritzke 4l introduced a class of ANNs similal to SoMs which he called Gro¡ing cell
Structures (GCS).'lhe simila'ities arise from the weight update pr.oceclures ancl a more

loosely defined neighborhood function. The GCS begins with thlee interconnecterl cells
(neurons) each having a weight vectol., uri e

91,¡,.

Figure 2.8 below depicts GCS's weight

adaptation process (at a point wheì'e the stl.uctur.e has grown to seven cells).

(b) pl€sentation of a new
input vectol'.

(a) original cell positions.

FIGURE 2.8. rhe

All cells in the structule

ctXl¿ffirit","¿ire's

(c) resulting cell positions.

âdaptarion process.

ascertain their similarity to the cuüent input. A competition is

then held to determine the'best matching

unit' which is declar.ed the winner. The wiming

cell and its immediate neighbors ale then updated according to the two equations below.

= tvorrr(t) t&t rr,çx-v6,,,,,(t))
ttt,(t + 1) = tv í (î) Vl e bmu's neighbors

wouru(1+1)

The winning cell also i¡rcreases an intemal error value by the distance to the input.

(2.2s^)
(2.25b)
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As with the SOM, each cell's neighborhood is rigorously defined. However., the GCS's
key featule is its ability to dynamically redefine neighborhoocls by adding or rcmoving
cells as required. Aftel a preset numbel of input prcsentations, the GCS cletermines which
cell has the highest eror value. This so called 'black sheep' is located a region of the input
space which the GCS is not adequately replesenting the rlistribution of the data. The

li¡k

between this black sheep and its falthest neighbor, cell f, is then broken and a new cell,
connected to both, is added at the midpoint. In order to maintain the plane of tr.iangles

structure, this new cell is also linked to each cell that the black sheep ancl f still have in
common. The new cell's euor value is initialized to the avelage of its neighbor.s' error.
values. Then the enor values of the neighbors are proportionally reduced to keep the total
er¡or of the cells involved constant. Thlough this plocess, the GCS adjusts its weights and

'grows' to form

a representation

of the data set.

Each cell also tlacks the number of plesentations that have past since

it

was a best

matching unit. A cell removal pal'ameteÌ, based upon the number of cells in the structure,
is maintained in ordel to determine the probability of removing a cell from the stnrcture.
a

If

cell is located in a region of low input probability, it will not have won any competitions

for

a

long time. since this cell does not take part in the proper representatiorì of the data,

it

should be removed along with its links. It has been reported that GCSs are able to cletect
clusters of similar patterns and acculately represent the (unknown) probability distribution

of the input data set [14].
2.3,2.3 Adaptive Resonance Theory

In an attempt to overcome the stability-plasticity dilemma, carpenter and Grossber.g [7]
developed the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) class

of

unsupervised ANNs.

Nonstationary inputs necessitate the network having the ability to leam new pattelns

without necessarily fo¡getting the old. ART networks evaluate patterns with respect to a
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of templates for cut'tent classes. A vigilance pot'atneter

pattelns have been cor'rcctly classifled.

If

1s

then used to cleter.mine

if

the

a pattern is encountered which was not closely

matched by the culrent set of class plototypes, a new class may then be allocated from a

pool of reserves. Due to time restrictions, this type of ANN was not implenente<i for the
repolt.

2,3,2,4 Euzzy Kohonen Clustering Netrvorks

In ordel to overcome some of the SoM algorithm's deficiencies (lack of a well-def,ned
objective function, sequential weight updates, and a poorly defined temination thr.eshokl),
Bezdek et al [5] p'opose a class of unsupe'vised ANNs which they call Fuaay Kohonen

clustering Netvvorks (FKCN). The structule of the FKCN is shown in Figur.e 2.9 below.
The algorithm is a hyblidization of SOMs and CM - having elements fi.om each.

INPUT
LAYER
xkl

OUTPUT
LAYER

,<kZ

xk--*

xk:

a
a

a
a
a

c

FIGUREoZ9.

l-'

Structyle.!f.tl" mcn.

From the CM algo'ithm, the FKCN tÍaining process optimizes

a fuzzy

objective

functional (see Equation 2.17) which is constnrcted via a fuzzy DpM (see Equation 2.15.)
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The elenrents of the FKCN'S DPM are calculated according to Equation 2.26 below..Ilte
equation is identical to that used in the definition of the CM algor.ithm (Equation 2.20),

with the single exception that the fuzzification factoL rz, is lineally decleasecl with

each

iteration.

',r,,=

tl)-l
kli/aro)2/ o''-

"i,

The FKCN's weights are updated in a neural network fashion.

A

differ.ence equation

(variation ofEquation 2,16), describing this pr.ocess is given as follows:

I
vi,t+t = vi,,+

o,n,, çxo-v¡,,)
where

tl

Ta.
a,0,,
m,

=

=

(u¡¡,,)"', where

(mo- t(m); 6,r¡

=

Qn()

-

(2.28)

l) /t,,o,

(2.29)

The next positions for the plototypes are obtained by adjusting the previous points by a
weighted average of distances from the input set.
There is no well-def,ned neighborhood function for the FKCN. However., the network is

self-organizing because the rz, factor. inherently "shar.pens" the focus of the affect of each
data vectol on the weight updates.

As f is incr.eased, zl, tends to one. This in turn forces

ü,e , to either olìe or zero - thereby reducing the effective update neighbor.hood.

2.4 I.imintions
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The FKCN's improvements ovel' the SOM inch¡de a paÍallel weight updates, nonsequential data presentation and well-def,ned termi¡ration. However, these benef,ts are
gain at the cost of the naintenance of a DPM.

2.4 Limitations of Unsupervised Learning
When using unsupelvised lealning in pattem r.ecognition, we must be fully aware of the
l'eplesentational capabilities of the nodes we ale using. Such leplesentational capabilities

are independent of the manner in which the node was developed; be
analysis

ol

ner¡ral netwolks. Since the quality

it through

cluster

of a nodes's lepresentation of an input

pattern is given by a dissimilality measure, the characteristics of the node,s region of
attraction (the poltion of the input space which it best represents) ar.e defined by the metr.ic
used. The metlics used to define the nodes' dissimilarity measuros arc given by innerproduct norms on the input space. Therefole, a node's r.egion of attr.action is by deûnition

limited to being convex and unimodal in nature.
Convexity implies that a single node will not be able to accurately represent a concave
region of the input space. The accurate rcplesentation of such a r.egion would require a
union of the regions of two ol mole nodes. Howeve¡ as we shall see iu Chapter 4 of this
Ieport, such a task will necessitate the intr.oduction of a post-processing interpretive stage
to the classifier in order to properly gloup the nodes.

The node's unimodal nafure implies that the quality of rcpresentation clecr.eases (i.e.
dissimilarity increases) for input pattems

as they become

further away from the node. The

previous statement may at fir'st may seem to be to be ftivial. However., it implies that a
node

will not be able to well represent a multi-modal class in the problem. Such a case

would again lead to the necessitation of

a

post-processing stage.
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Let us now examine several possible nolms to be used by the nodes when computing their.
distance functions. In particular, rve shall discuss the choices of the ll .ll
1,

norms on the

p

dimensional input space.

ll .

ll2, and

ll .

ll,

ll1 is a sì.ìm over all the dimensions of the

absolute values of the component differences. That

is, ll.r- rutt, =

f

1,,

this nornr leads to nocles having hyper-cubical regionsof attraction.'iile
Euclidean norïr on a p-dinensional space,

ll .

i.e., llr-u.,¡¡, =

f t'

-,,,,1 .Choosing

ll

.ll,

nor.m is the

1t/2

lIL¡= I (,,-,,), J|

. Nodes

using this nornì are best able to represent l¿)p er-spherical clustels in the data. Finally, the

matrix induced norm,

ll

.llr,

is defined by llx

r/2.
The use
- l,ll¿ = i (¡ - w¡rA 1x - l,¡ I

of this norm facilitates the representation of hyper-ellipsol¿lr¿l clustels within the

data.

Morcove¡ if matrix .A is chosen as the inverse of the fltzzy covar.iance matr.ix formed by
the central membels of the ch¡stel being represented by the node, the characteristics of the

node's region of attraction take on those of a multivariate gaussian cluster (see UFP-ONC

algorithm in Chapter 4).

This leads us to the conclusion that unsuper.vised leaming really is not completely
unsupervised aftel alMn order to achieve satisfactory data classification or lepresentation

results, the user will be required to make a decision about which distance metric (i.e.,
expected cluster chalacteristics) should be used. Even an algorithm such as the UFp-ONC,

in which each node's
assumption that

distance metric

all clusters were

is

constantly being refined, begins with the

generated

by multivaliate

gaussian distributions.

Additionally, especially difficult classification problems, may involve the user's expertise
during a post-processing stage.

Vector quantization has become a popular choice for codebook gener.ation

in

such

applications as image and audio conplession ll9,33,44l.Indeed, small-scale SOM VLSI
implementations

of such applications have been repor.ted tl2,Z},36l. The SOMs

trained until their nodes well represent the input data set (groups of

are

Lpc coeffrcients for

audio or a set of pixel values for image compression). During the execution phase, the
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winning node's index becomes ths value to be stored or tlansmitted in olcler to later be
deindexed

fol the sample's leconstn¡ction.

However', conpression ratios of

64:l

Such compression par.arligms ale lossy.

and higher., white mâintaining toler.able levels of

signal degladation, have been reported.

Hecht-Nielsen [21] suggests that vector quantizational techniques will not achieve the
1000:1 ol greater compression ratios that wele once dreamed of. For to accomplish such a

task while maintaining tolerable levels of degradation would require a very large nurnber

of nodes. In such a case, the colresponding size of the codebooks and the number of bits
that one would need to store or transmit in oldel to identify the index of the winner. node

would be plohibitive. Hecht-Nielsen [21] also suggests that in such a case, a

better.

approach might be to transmit a winner node's co-or.dinates rather than it's index, perhaps
using Principal Components Analysis.

2.5 Summary
To summarize, in this chapter, we introduced pattem recognition systems and described

the role

of the classifier. We intr.oduced the differ.ence

between supervised antl

unsupervised learning. Th¡ee intuitive classification techniques (together with
conesponding classical and neural network implementations) were described.

It

was

shown that unsupervised learning must take the form of nonuniform vector quantization.

The chapter concluded with a discussion of some of the Iimitations of unsupewisecl
learning, especially those stemming from the lepresentational capabilities of a single
node. The following chapter of the report desclibes the implementations of several of
these algorithms and theil respective features.
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Chapter

3

Algorithms Implemented

In this chapter, we present the implementations of three of the unsuper.vised
algorithms flom Section 2.3 which wele evaluated during the coulse of the lesearch.

Specifrcally, these ale the SOM, CM, and FKCN algor.ithms.

implement these algorithms was written

All

the software to

in the C pr.ogramming language

and

executed on SunSpalc wofkstations under a unix based oper.ating system.

3.1 SOM Algorithm
3.1.1 SOM Implementation
Figule 3.1 on page 38 shows a simpliûed flowchart for the implementation of the SOM
algorithm as desclibed in Section 2.3.2.1 of the previous chapter. The corresponding
pseudo-code is show in Figule 3.2. From the flowchart,
nested loops in which the majority

it is evident that there are two

of the necessary computations are performed. The

najol loop iterates over the tl.aining epochs and contains within it a loop for
presentation

of

each element

in the data set with it

the

cor.responcling weight update

opeì'ations.

The minimal algolithm is remalkably simple. After the learning rate is set, and the node
weights ale initialized (typically to small random values), there are three basic steps to be
per{olmed for each data point:

.
.
.

Calculate distances fi'om the input to the N nodes.
Determine the winner'.
Update the map's weights accordin g to (2.24a) and (2.24b).
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Neighborhoods are implemented as squares consisting of the nodes centered about the

wirner.

The algorithm's late of convergence may be impr.oved thlough such techniques

as

scheduling reduction l'ates pel iteration fol the lealning palameter and neighbolhood size.

Thloughout the research, exponential as well as linear rates of decay were investigated. It
was evident that the convergence fate is notably dependant on the initial values for the

weights and valies with each ploblem. Therefore,

it is difficult, if

not impossible, to

determine befolehand which specific techniques would be best suited for. a specific
problem.

The SOM algol'ithm will convelge

fol

any norm induced metr.ic used in calculating

distances. However', the choice of metric to be used is dependant on the application for.

which the SOM is to be used. For instance, when using vector quantization in speech
compression, it has been repolted [33] that better reconstruction results ale obtained if the

Ikaturo-Saito metric is used instead of Euclidean distances. In this way, one may take
advantage of def,ciencies in human hearing

in order to place more emphasis on proper.ly

Ieconstructing the important speech components, while not wasting offort on the others.
For valiable plediction applications, improved results are obtained if a weighted distance
measure is chosen as opposed to Euclidean o[ manïattan metlic. This rcsults in the nodes

more appropriately quantizing the dependant dimensions of the input set.
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Begin {soM}

hput p, n, X= {rú¿€SP: i= 1.2,...,n};
lîpttt M.lpwidth, MapHeight, IRMS, €.Weights, Mqxlteri
Inítlallze Weí7ht(O) = {ueíghtiìe 9lP:t=1,2, ...M(lpHeíght;j
with small random numbeis;

lnpÍt MetricTlJpe, ParaLIeLlJp dqteFlctgi
Input W¿ndou)S íze, ReducewindouFlctg,

= t,2,..., MapwLdth}

ReducewíndoL,Tgpei

Input A¿phø, ReduceAlphctFlclg, ReduceAlpha\ pe i
Input Consc¿enceFløg, ConscíenceB, Conscienceci
Inltialize p (O) = {p,, = 0.0; = 1, 2, ..., MapHeíght.j = 1, 2, ..., Mcrpwídth} i
{win fraction}
Inltlallze b(0) = {b¡, = 0.0tí= I,2,..., MapHeíghtj = 1,2, ...,Mapwídth} i
¿<- ì i
feách node's conscience lcve!
¿

Loop {t}

lf

Re duc eW

Indourl.løg

then

WíndoutSìze <- Reducewtndow (Wíndowstze, ReducewindoLuTA pe) i
11 ReduceAlphaFløg then ALpha <- ReduceAlpha(Alpho. ReduceAtph.LTupe) i
11 P dr dLLeLU p d a teFLag then

Begin

Col¿nt

e

I

;

Loop [Count]

lf

ConscíenceFlag tlJ.e'r UpdateTht-esholds (ConscienceC) ;
Randomx<- RqndomPiclc(X, n) i í.j <- Winner (Rd'ndomÐ i
11 ConsctenceFldg theî updatew¿nFractíons (Con scíenceB, í.j) i
PorøttelUpdateNeLghborhoodWeíghts ( ûj) ; Count<- Count+ 1i
Loop ltrhlle lCoun¿< n) i {Count}
Weights <- Updoteweights (Weíghts) i
RMS <- C(1¿CRMS X, Weíghts) i Deltaweights <- ColcDeltaweíghts ( ) i
(

Þnd
Else {Bequential}
Begin
Count <-

Ii

Loop {Count}

lf

Co nscíenceFlag tbe'¡ tlpdøtu'fhreshotds ( Cons ciencec) i
Randomx<- RqndomPíclc(X, n) ; ¿j e- Winner (RørldomÐ i
l1 ConscienceFlag tlaeî UpddteWinFractions (ConsctenceB, í,Ð i
Up dateN eíg hb orho o dW eíg ht s (\

j)

|

Weþhts e- Updqteweights (We¿gh¿s) ; RMS ê C o,LcRMS (X" Weights) i
Delta.Weghts <- CalcDeltaWeíghts ( ) ; Counú<- Count+ Ii
Loop Whlle (Couni< n); (CountÌ
Dnd
Output RMS, Deltdweíghtsi ta- t+ li
Loop While ((t<MØdter)snd, (RMS> eRMS) aÍd (DeLtaweíghts> Eweights)) i
OutputRe sults (Weíghts) i

Þnd, (SOMI

FIGURE 3,2. Pseudo.code for the SOM âlgorithm,
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3.1,2 Conscience Mechanism

As stated in the previous subsectiotr, the conver.gence pl.operties of the SOM

ar.e

highly dependant on initial conditions. The techniques of reducing the lear.ning rate
and neighboulhoods about winners were discussed. Even so,

it is not tr.ivial to

determine the most applopliate combination of parametels for. each application. One
possible indication of a sub-optimal parameter combination is the under. utilization of

a subset of the SOM's nodes. Duling training, one may track the numbel.
competitions won by each node. Uniess all the parameter.s and weights have been
appropliately set or initialized,

it will

be evident that some relatively smali subset of

nodes won a majority of the competitions. Such a scenaLio leads to a var.iety of
undesirable lesults; ranging from decreased topology preservation efficiency to nonconvergence.

One method proposed to alleviate these difficulties is the so-called conscience
mechanism. This mechanism is used in an attempt to ensure that
nodes win theil

all the SOM,S

fair shale of the competitions. Each neuron in the map tracks

the

fraction of time it wins the competition. Desieno [11] suggests a¡r effective means of
generating such fi'actions according to Equation 3.1 below:

Pi:*
where 0 < B n I and U¿; is

= Pilto *

ø (a ¿, +

I if node (Li)

p7f¡

(3.1)

was the winnel of the competition or' 0

otherwise. When the conscience mechanism is turned on, the competitive process
produces results according to Equations (3.2a) and (3.2b) below:

zr., =

r

11

ll-t:-

"ll

- bt:.llwmn-

xll

- b*ny (m+r,n+j)

z"¡ = O otherwise

(3.2a)
(3.2b)
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= C(iv-p¿;).

1, then neulon

(ii)

is declaLed the winner of the competition. The SOM

weights are then updated in the normal fashion accor.ding to Equations (2.24a)

and,

(2.24b).

By ensuring an equitable distribution of win events, the conscience mechanism
allows the SOM to quickly position its nodes to those areas of the input space which

have high input density.

It is critical that this 'coarse tuning, of the nodes

be

accomplished while the learning parameter. is still relatively high. As the learning
parametel is leduced, the possible weight adjustments become smaller with each
iteration. Eventually, only very fine tuning of the weights
these

will

be permitted. During

final stages of the SOM's tr.aining, any conscience mechanisms should

be

turned off to permit the map to pr.operly 'settle' to its best representation of the
input set.
3.1.3 lllustrative Examples
Figule 3.3(a) shows a constructed two-dimensional data set. This set contains

I2I

data

points ananged in a uniformly spaced grid over [0,1]x[0,i]. A SOM consisting ofnodes
an'anged

in alr 11x11 aüay was then trained on this data set. Optimal training results

would leave each node exactly representing a corresponding element fl.om the input set.
The SOM's weight values duling various tr.ai:ring stages are presented in Figure 3.3(b)
through (q). The weights are initialized to the mean

of the input set. The learning

parameter is initialized to 0.5 and is decreased linearly to 0 at the epoch iteration limit (set
at 200). Throughout the training, static neighborhoods for each node werc set to the eight
nearest nodes

in the auay. The conscience mechanism was disabled after the 75th epoch.
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(b) Initial

Weights.

(c) After 50 presentâf¡ons.
(0.41 eilochs.)

(d) After 100 presentations. (e) Afler 200 nresentafiorrs.
(0.83

epochs.)

(g) After 400
(3.31

(1.65 épochs.)

presentatio¡ls.

eþochs,)

(h) After 500 Dresenfations.
(4.13 eþochs.)

FIGURE 3.3. SOM Tfaining Stages.

(a) Tlaining Data Set. (b) - (i). Incr€üental S-OM ilaining Results,
(continued on the follorving page).
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(l) After 4000 preseìrtâtioÌs.
(33,0ó epochs,)

(p) After 20000 presentations.
(165.29 epochs.)

(q) Final Weights afler 2200 presentations.
(200 e¡ochs.) (Shorvn ivilh the traiiring data).

FIGURE 3.3. (conthrued). SOM Tlaining Stâges.
0) - (p). Incrementâl SOM Ttaining Resilts.(q) SOM weíghts Upon terntinâtion (after 200 epoc-hs through the data set).

Referring to Figures 3.3(b) through 3.3(q), we clearly see the SOM's clynamics
during tÍaining. Most of the motion in the nodes within the weight space occurs
during the first

l5 tlaining

epochs. Dur.ing this per.iorl of coarse tuning, the map

'unfolds' itself very quickly to take on a reasonable apploximation of the input
vectors distribution. The gleat majority of the tlaining (foÍ this example, the final
185 epochs) are used to perform the fine tuning

of the weights. A q'antitative

method of viewing these dynamics is shown in Figure 3.4 whele the values of the

average node updates anr| root-mean-square (RMS) r.econstruction, i.e.
lepresentation, errol after each training epoch

11

(l2l

presentations) are plotted.

x 11 SOM Training Results

0.7
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

0

60 B0 100 120

140

Training Epoch

FIGIJRE 3.4. SOM Ttaining Statistics for the 2-D Array Data Set.

Figure 3.4 again shows that despite the gradual decrease in the leaming parameter
throughout the training process, the first 15 epochs exhibit a steepel rate of reduction

in

the node motion. During this portion of the tlaining, there is a correspondingly
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in the RMS reconstl

r.rction error'; the root-mean-squale

of

clistances

from the input vectols to theil respective winner nodes.

Also evident in the figule ale the effects of the conscience mechanism which is
active during the first 75 training epochs. Since the conscience compels the SOM to

its under-utilized nodes, the RMS reconstruction er.ror is kept at an
'altificially high' level (approximately 0.4). Once the conscience mechanism is

r.rpdate

clisablecl, the level

of the RMS reconstl.uction

er.r.or

quickly dlops to reflect the

SOM's inherent ability to reprcsent the data (for this case, appr.oximately 0.25).
The final lesults of the SOM training are displayed in Figur.e 3.3(q) where the node
positions ale shown together with the or.iginal data. Since there are as many nodes
as input vectols, petfect representation

of the data would be indicated by each node

exactly covering one input. In the example, all the 'interior' nodes of the map were

correctly positioned. However, an obvious representational deficiency exists at the
map boundaries. The SOM is inherently unable to accurately represent the vectors
around the perimeter of the input set's distribution. Continued training at this point

would give evidence to the over-training phenomena. That is, additional tr.aining
would be detrimental for

it

would only cause the SOM's boundary nodes to move

towalds the mean of the input data. This phenomena is also indicated by an inclease

in the SOM's RMS reconstruction er¡or. One

appr.oach to improving the SOM,s

mapping of the vectors along the input distribution boundar.ies is to

,fix,

some nocles

to positions just outside the input region. Due to its effects on the map,s selforganization, such pafiial supervision should only be used when the input data is
well-understood.

To fulther demonstrate some of the SOM training process intr.icacies, we use
second data set. This training data set, shown in Figure 3.5(a), consists

a

of two
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dimensional vectors which wele generated by a pair of clistinct and well-separatecl

multivaliate gaussian distributions (with 500 examples fÍom each). The final training
results are presented in Figure 3.5(b).

å

I

fri

+iÍ
r++li

+¡¡

+,'rÏ

iii

+;t-

+

(a). Training Data.

(b). Results after 20 training epochs.

FIGURE 3.5, SOM Tfaining Using a 2 Class Nornrâl Distribution Data

11

x

Set.

11 SOM Training Results

FIGURE 3.6. SOM Ttâining Sfatist¡cs for the 2 Ctass Nornal Data Set
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Corresponding tlaining statistics are shown in Figure 3.6. Here, the SOM usecl is the
same size as

in the previous example. All the tr.aining parameters are also set

to

theil plevior.rs values, except that the itel.ation limit is set to 20 epochs and the
conscience mechanism is active only dur.ing the fir.st half of the training. When

compaling the node distlibution with the data which they
immediately obvious that a small subset, consisting

of

ar.e

to represent, it is

11 nocles, were not used in

the replesentation. Duling the training, these nodes became tr.apped in the region of

low input plobability between the two
Even

if

clusters.

the conscience mechanism was used thr.oughout the entire training plocess,

this subset of nodes would still become trapped because each of these nodes has one

oÍ morc neighbols 'pulling' it towards either cluster.within the data. This effect may
be countered through the development of more complex implementations of the

effective neighborhood parameters in Equation 2.24a. However, the additional
parameters

learning.

If

will also be ploblem

dependant. Such an approach

will slow down the

proper positioning of all nodes is r.equir.ed, Fritzke's [14] Gr.owing Cell

structures described in section 2.3.2.2 of the report should be usecl instead of soMs.

3.2 GCS Algorithm
3.2.1 GCSlmplementation
Figule 3.1 presents
described

a

simplified flowchart for the implementation of the GCs algorithm as

in Section 2.3.2.2 of the previous chapter of the report. The conesponding

pseudo-code is given in Figure 3.2 on page 39. Fro¡n these figures,

it is evident that the

bulk of the algolithm's complexity is due to the two nested iterative constructs used to
present the data and perfolm the conesponding weight updates.
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Itelation =
lferûtion + I

UDrlâte the rvinner's
error vâlue

'

FIGURE 3.7. Flowchart for the cCS algorithnr.
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Begin [ccs]

Input p, tt, X = {xre glp: i - 1,2. ..., n} ;
Input Mc{xcells, tRMS, ewe¡gh¿s , Mctx et i
Initlallze Weíght(O) = {ueíghqe 9ìp:i=1,2,3} i

Iîpttt
lnpvt
Inpít

MetrícTApei
AtphctBmu, ReduceAlphaBmuFlag, ReduceAlphaÙmuT¡ pei
ALphqN eigh, ReduceAlphctNeíghFl.ctg, Reduc;AIphaNeÍShTUp";
CeILCount <- 3i t<- 1i
Loop {t}
lf Re dttceAlp haBmuFlag then
AIphøBmu <- ReduceAlphaB mu (AlphaBmu" ReduceAlphøB muTljp e) |
lf Re duceAlp hc.N e tg hF lqg tl¡eî
AIp haN eíg h <- ReduceAlphøN eigh (AIphaN eig h ReduceAtphclv eíghTg p e)
Coun¿ e I ;
Loop {Count}
RqndomX <- RandomPlck(X, n\ i i+ Wtnner (Randomx) i
UpdøteN eig hborhoo dW eights (i) i
Upd.atevrror (i) i UpdateLqstwin (í) i
Weíghts <- Updateweights (Weígh¿s) ; RMS <_ Co-tcRMS (X, Weíghts) i
Deltaweghts <- Cct\cDeltaweíghts ( ) ; Count é- Count+ I ;
lf AddCeLL( ) then CellCount<- CeLLCount+ 1i
lf RemoueCell( ) t en Cetlcount <- CeILCount- 1i
Loop Whlle (Coun¿< n); {Count}
Output RMS, Deltaweightsl t<- t+ \i
Loop While ( (t< Maxlter) afLd. (RMS > €RMS) a¡d (Delta.Weíghts> eMeights)) i
O utp utRe s ults (W eíg hts) i

i

Ðnd. {GCs}

FIGURE 3.8. Pseudo.code for the GCS algorithm,

The input presentation and weight update procedures of the
those employed by the

soM algorithm. Howevel

ccs

are markedly similar to

due to the GCS's dynamically definecl

'neighborhoods', its procedule for updating the neighboring cells of the

wi

ìer node is

slightly more complex than the one used by the SoM. Here, each node must continually
track the list of its neighbors. unlike the soM, whele neighborhoods

ar.e

defined by the

subsclipts of an alray, the cells of the GCS must maintain individual linked-lists of the
identities of theil neighbors.
Given the large number of input prcsentation - node update events which occur during the

course

of tlaining, it would

seem that such an alrangement

for the

neighborhood
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to intolelably large memory requirenents for. the

GCS

Iepresentation and long delays in the execution of each itelation. However, this is not the
case.

since the GCS begins with a small number of cells, it is able to make initial updates very

quickly. The coarse adjustments

of the nodes is not bulclened with the necessary

computation of similarity nleasures to many nodes. It is after the coar.se hrning of the cell
positions has been completed, that the GCS begins to add the additional cells required to

improve the overall representation of the data. This is also tho stage at which the rcmoval
of the poolly placed cells occurs. Thetefor.e in gener.al, given networks ofequal size, GCS

tlaining times are expected to be sinilar, if not shorter, than those obtained for.the SoM.
3.2.2 Illustrative Examples
Figure 3.9 shows the final results of a GCS which was trained on the data set given in

Figurc 3.3(a). This figule may be compared directly to the results of a equivalent sized

SOM which was also uained for 200 epochs (c.f. Figur.e 3.3(q)). In the figure, the final
positions of the cells are marked with crosses and are shown together.with the tr.aining
data, indicated with squares. In comparison to rhe lesults obtained

fol the soM algorithm,

it is clear that the GCS was not able to exactly rcpresent the interior points of the data

set

to the same oxtent as the SOM. However, just as obvious is the fact that the GCS's
replesentation of the boundary of the input distribution is superior to that given by the

SOM. These lesults may be explained by the following.

For this example, the GCS's learning parameters, a"*u and Grue¡c¡l¡oR, wer.e held
constant at 0.5 and 0.1 respectively. Since these parameters wele held constant, the
algorithm's rate of convergence was reduced. Had the algorithm been allowed to continue
the training, the representation of the interior of the data's distribution would be improved.
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FIGURE 3.9, Results ofthe GCS Algoriflrm Trained on flte 2-D Array Dâta Set

However, eventually this additional tlaining will give rise to the overtrain Ìg phenomena

mention

in the previous

subsection

of the repolt.

Altematively, we may attempt to

improve the interior representation by scheduling reductions in the learning parametel.s especially the neighbo[ cells learning parametel'. such an appl.oach reduces the interaction
between cells during the lattel'epochs of tlaining, thus preventing the cells fi.om being

'pulled in the wlong dilection'.
The GCS's improved ability to leprcsent the boundades of the input distr.ibution is directly
associated to the dynamic nature of the neighborhoods within the GCS. Since those cells

being used to represent the outmost data points have the greatest enor value, it is in these

rcgions whele the majolity of new cells will be added to the stlucture. Any new cell will

act as a buffef from the effects of the inteliol nodes, and allow the exterior.cells to
improve their representations of the edges of the input distribution. It was found that these
newest cells were often removed from the shucture for they invar.iably failed to become

winnel nodes. These cells were mainly used for their buffer..ing capacity.
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Here again, the overtraining phenomena is eventually r¡navoidable. For as the GCS,s cell

count reaches its limit, the algol'ithm is r¡nable to add new cells to act as buffers.

If

too

much additional training is allowed, the cells will again tend towards the mean of the input
set,

The RMS rcconstruction eror of the GCS's l.epresentation of the rlata set at the end of
each epoch is plesented in Figure 3.10. We see that discounting the effects of the SOM,s
conscience mechanism, the shapes of this culve and the one in Figule 3.4 ale similar: That
is, they both have a relatively short coalse tuning phase and longer. fine tuning phase.

GCS RMS Etrot - 2D Array Data Set
o.14
Nêwe ládded€ve¡v

25

¡r6eñrâùÕn.

o,12

Þ

0.,

-^u

o.os

É

o.oo
0,04
o.02
0

FIGURE 3.10. GCS RMS Reconstrùction Error for fhe 2-D Arrây Data Set

Due to it's improved ability to represent the boundaries of the input distribution, the GCS
ended up

with a better overall replesentation of the entire data set. The GCS had a final

RMS reconstruction enor of 0.013781, in comparison to the SOM's final RMS
reconstruction en ot of 0.25491.
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Figure 3.1 1(b) shows the final results

of a GCS which was t'ained on the data set

originally presented in Figule 3.5(a). This figule may be compaled directly to the rcsults

of a equivalent sized soM which was also tlained for 20 epochs. Here the training
consists

of

1000 points, and the GCS's cell count is again limited

to

set

121 nodes. The

lealning parameters have been held constant at those values used in the previous example.

ai

(b). Results after 20 trahring epochs.

FIGURE 3.11. GCS Tlaining Using a 2 Class Normal Distribution Data SeL

In comparing the rcsults of the GCS training, Figure 3.11(b), to those obtainecl

soM algorithm,Figure 3.5(b), it is evident
shapes of the clusters

for. the

that the GCS was able to better represent the

within the data. Furthermore, it is also evident that none of the cells

ended up trapped in the region between the two clustels. Each of the GCS's cells was userl
to replesent the distribution of the data.

These improved results arc again due to the GCS's dynamically defined neighborhoods
around the cells. New cells ale always added in the region where they arc most needecl,
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thereby imploving the lepresentation of the data. Any cells which become tr.apped in

a

low input plobability region will soon be Lemoved.
Figure 3.12 shows the curve for the RMS rcconstruction error aftel each epoch of the GCS

training. A comparison between this curve and the one for the conesponding SOM, shown

in Figure 3.6, indicates that the GCS converged fastel'and to a lower RMS reconstl.uction
elror, 0.011925, than the SOM which had a final RMS reconstr.uction enor.of 0.030939.

GCS RMS Error - 2 Class Normal Dist¡,ibut¡on Data Set

Ne,6ell6dded o!êry

25 presenl¿lrônÈ

FIGURE 3.12, GCS Tlaining Statistics for. the 2 Class Normâl Data

Set.

3.2.3 GCS Versus SOM

The two examples presented
repl esentational capabilities

in the previous

subsection illustrate

the

superior

of the GCS over the SoM. Due to its dynamical strucfure of

adding and removing cells as lequired, the GCS better utilizes the available cells than the

SoM, which invariably has a subset of its nodes trapped in the regions between clusters.
Since the GCS begins with a small number of cells,

it is able to quickly perform

the

preparatory coarse tuning, and thereby tends to converge faster than its SoM counterpart.
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Finally, the dynamical nature of the GCS prevents the need fol a conscience mechanism to
be included in the algolithm.

3.3 HCI\4ÆCM Algorithms
3.3.1 HCI4ÆCM Implementation
Figure 3.13 shows a simplified flowchar.t for. the implementation of the HCM and FCM

algorithms desclibed

in

section 2.3.1.2. The corlesponding pseudo-code

fo'

these

algolithms is given in Figule 3.14 on page 57. The cM algorithm r.equires the numbe¡ of
clusters to be found to be specified before execution. After the pl.ototypes for each cluster.

are initialized, a DPM is created.

A within groups sum of

squaled erors functional is

defined using the DPM and the positions of the plototypes. The solution of the Lagr.angian

form of the error functional plovides the update equations for the prototypes and DpM
elements. using these equations while itelating ovel the data set allows the

cM algorithm

to converge to a local minima for the en.ol functional.

The algorithm's termination is based upon thlesholds for the differences

between

successive DPMs or successive prototype positions. since all the input data is considered

simultaneously as the prototypes are updated, the

significantly fewer epochs than the

cM algor.ithm typically ter.minates after

soM or GCS

overhead of the DPM maintenance results

algorithms. However, the additional

in greater memory requir.ements and longer

execution times per epoch than the

soM o[ GCS. The parallel

imposes anothel requirement on the

cM algorithm. conkary to tho case for. the soM

presentation of all inputs
and

GCS, whele the data may be acquired and presented sequentially, CM lequires all of the

tlaining data to be known and stored priol.to the commencement of training.

Any metric may be used to define the distance measule used by the algorithm. For

these

examples, a simple Euclidean distance was used. However, the implementation also

3.3 HCMIFCM Algorithms

allowed fol Minkowski and genelalized Hamming distances to be used. The choice of

metric was not found to have signif,cant effects on the rate of convergence for the
algorithm, but may exhibit an effect on the final classification r.esults.

Initialize CM

rrameters & DPMS

Update hard

DPM

Update fuzzy

DPM

FIGURE 3.13, Florvchart for the CM algorithm.
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Begtn [CM]

Input p, n, X= {x,e glP:i= 1,2,...,n} i
Input c, m, Ê, MqxIter, FuzzllFlag, tRMSi
¿<-0;

Initiallze prototypes v(O) =

{u¿€

lf. FuzzgFlag t}aen
¿rr¡.(o) <-

(,i,,

o?,r

o,,,,r't-

Ílp:i=1,2,...,c}

r')';

Etse

ì

min qik\w/
r'¡("
d,¡. o)
1 tf drk(o) =
u¡k(o) <I
(

r,oop I
,,tr)If

i

'\

/P

f

t

o'n""1""' l

(ui,()n'xi.j/

lÈ,

|

P

Ir

(u¡r.)n,;

FuzzgFlag tnen

,,,nt,,

- (,å @?¿a2,¡r/r"'-tt|-t.

Erse

f=I
ll ttl
,,,.(t) l
l'

I

dIk(L)

=

min

ct¡t(t)
It

I

MaxDrror

<-

. otherlDíse

mct-r llulJ(t) - uü(t-

i

t)ll;

n¡¿s <- calcn¡åJ (x, Ð ; ¿<- ú+ I ;
Loop ü/htle ((t< Maxlter) sÛd, (Maxùrror>E) ar.d (RMS > eRMS) ) i
Ou¿putResu¿¿s (Ð ;

End. {cM}

FIGURE 3.14, Pseudo.code for flre CM algorithm.

3,3.2 Illustrative Examples

A new

data set, consisting

of four. clusters was cteated to test the HCM and FCM

algorithms. This data is shown in Figure 3.15. The clusters ale very well separated in the

input space. However, each ch¡ster is of a different size and density, and consist of 400,
300, 200, and 100 pattems respectively.

If

the clusters were too close to each other, we

may expect the algorithm to 'abandon' the smaller clusters in favor of better representing
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the larger ones. such action may be explained by the nahrre of the within gloups sum of
squared elrors frrnctional which is being minimized. since the example is intended to

illustlate the converyence propelties of the algorithms as well as their ability to properly
classify the data, the clusters were constructed with a large degr.ee of separation.

FIGURE 3.15. Ttaining Data,

Indeed, the HCM and FCM algolithms were both able to prope'ly classify all of the data

by placing the plototypes at approximately the centloicl for theil lespective clusters. The

plots for the RMS ìeconstruction enors of the training ale presented in Figure 3.16 and
3.17 for the HCM and FCM algorithms lespectively. Both algolithms were allowed to r.un

for

a

maximum of 30 epochs. Instead of running to its iteration limit, the HCM algorithm

teminated after 16 epochs because the DPM exhibited no change from the previous
iteration. The FCM tlaining terminated after 15 epochs when the greatest change for any
element in the DPM dropped below a threshold of 0.00001. The algorithms, property of
convergence to a local minima is illust¡ated by the fact that although they each conectly

classify every pattelì, they teminated with different RMS reconshuction enor values.

A

HCMIFCM Algorithms

The HCM, with a final RMS reconstruction enor value of 5.582598, has placed its nodes
suboptimally.
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comparing the two cuwes, we see that the HCM algolithm is almost monotonically
decreasing, while the FCM curve indicates some initial tlouble with improving the
classif,cation at each itelation. In both cases, the prototypes were initialized to positions

neal the mean of the data set. since the DPM for the FCM algorithm contains
memberships, its elements are initialized to values nru,.

gr.arlecl

1.

c" The srcater the FCM,s
fuzzification parameter, m, the more these elements tend to remain at I. Thus, the next
c
time the prototypes are updated using Equation 2.16, this avelaging effect will prevent

them from moving very far. This effect is illustlated by the dotted line in Figur.e 3.17
which shows the value of the greatest change for a DpM element during an epoch.

3.4 FKCN Algorithm
3.4,1 FKCN Implementation
Figure 3.18 shows a simplified flowchart for the implementation of the FKCN algor.ithm
described in Section 2.3.2.4. 't]¡,e corlesponding pseudo-code for the implementation is

given in Figure 3.19 on page 62. Although the FKCN is a hybrid of the FCM and SOM
algorithms, it has most of its feah¡res fi'om the formel'. The only attr ibute inher.ited fi.om its

soM

ancestor is the weight update Equation 2.27

, which is a modified velsion of the one

used by the FCM. Thus, like FCM, the FKCN algorithrn also requires the number of
clusters to be for.urd to be specified before execution. Data structurcs for the algorithm are
also created and maintained as for the FCM. Again, the algorithm's termination is based

upon thresholds for the diffelences between successive DpMs or. successive prototype
positions. The implementation also allowed fol a valiety of choices in the metr.ic used to
defi ne distance measures.

one of the FKCN's innovative featules is that the fuzzification parameter, m,, is linear.ly
decleased towalds

a value of 1.0. This reduction action effectively

implements

3.4 FKCN Alsorithm

neighbolhoods about the prototypes. As the value of m, is decr.eased, these neighborhoods
are effectively Íeducecl. In addition to having all of the operations per.epoch that are found

in the FCM algolithm, the FKCN is requiled to perfolm exponentiation of each element of
the DPM to the powel of the m,
the FKCN

will

priol to updating the prototypes. Ther.efore each epoch of

take longer to execute than the same sized FCM.

UDdate fuzzv

DPI!I

FIGURE 3.18. Florvchart for the FKCN Algoriflrm.
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Begtn {FKCN}

Input p, n, X= {x,eglP: i=1,2....,n}i
Input c, mO, Maxlter, MetricT!)pe, ÊRMS, E WeÍgh¿s;
DeItqM <- (mO - I) /Ma-ylteri
Initialize prototJrpes V(O) = {u, e gttr: í = I,Z, ..., c} i
¿<- 0;
Loop

m(L) <-

m<-

t/

u*to
c,,.

(

mO - DeltctMx ti
(m(t) - I) i

y

<- (

ti¡'t

ø!¿ a',ut^\'

t

t) <- (u,,.(t))"'(t);

ui(¿)<-u¡(¿-r¡+l)
k.l

cu.(r) (x,(-u¡(¿- 1))1,/

DeLtaweíghts <- CaLcDeltaweLghts (Ð i
RMS(_ Cq.¡cRMS(Ã Ð; ¿e r+ r;

>

J r., r

d¡rc(¿);

Iæop While
( (t< Mqxlter) and, (Dettqweíghts> tweíghús) and (RMS
Ou¿putResu¿¿s

(Ð

>

€RMS) ) ;

;

End. IFKCN]

FIGURE 3.19. Pseudo-code for the FKCN algorithm.

3.4.2 Illustrative Examples
Figure 3.20 shows the training results for a 4 node FKCN which was trained using the data
set provided in Figure 3.15. In this example, the scales

fol the plots arc different from

those of the FCM because the data set was normalized. The training pal.aneters used are
the same as those specified for the FCM example in the previous sub-section of the report.

In this example, the algorithm terminated after 14 epochs due to the thresholcl on

the

change in the positions of the prctotypes for successive epochs. As expected, the FKCN
was able to place the prototypes in order to properly classify all of the input pattems. The
shape of the RMS reconstruction errol curve is similal to that founcl in the case of the

FCM, i.e., approximately concave monotonically decreasing. However, we note that
unlike the FCM, the FKCN seems to steadily approach convergence with each epoch. This

tlait is due to the difference in the weight update equation. Here, the algorjthm updates its
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plototypes by an adjustment

of an

averaged distance to its previous value instead of

completely re-determining the new positions from the DpM. This results in a more steady

motion of the prototypes within the search space.

FKCN Training Results
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FIGURE 3.20. FKCN Tfainhrg Resutts.

To achieve a better RMS rcconstruction eruor for the tlaining, the FKCN was once again
tlained with the previous data set. This time, the number of nodes to be used was increased

to

10.

All other parameters wele held

constant at their previous values. The final positions

of the prototypes are shown in Figure 3.21 and the conesponding training results
presented in Figure 3.22. coincidentally, this training example also terminate

epochs' As expected, the final RMS rcconstruction error
improvement over the tesults obtained for the 4 node FKCN.

of the

d

are

after 14

repr.esentation

is

an
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FIGURE 3.21. Final Results for a 10 Node FKCN.

FKCN Training Results
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This example also well illustrates the local minima convergence of the algorithm. since
there wele more nodes provided than there are clusters in the data, the FKCN will end up

placing these extla nodes so as to minimize its elror' f,rnctional. The var.iable size

ancl

density of the clusters in the data dictates that the larger clusters 'claim' more nodes than
the smaller ones

fol their reprcsentation. such is not the

case fol. this example. The

FKCN

ended up allocating 3 nodes to the smallest clustel when one of the remaining larger
chrsters only leceived 1 node for its representation.
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Chapter

4

Cluster Vatridity

one of the challenges in unsupe'vised patteln lecognition is to accurately clecide on the
numbel of classes in the data. since one typically has no information about the problem
except for a set of input coordinates, this essential task is not

trivia[y solved. The problem

is ft¡r'ther complicated by the naturc of real wolld complexities of the input space. The
simplest tasks

will have

compact ancl well-separatecl clusters. Typical problems will

contain overlapping clustels which create legions of classification uncertainty. In the real

world, clusters will have valiable densities and covariances. Thelefore, separate cluster.s
would be of varying size, shape and orientation. Thus, a lar.ge cluster may include points
which are closer to another cluster's centroid even though they are well-separated. very
small clusters may be overlooked if they do not contain enough points to justify receiving
a centroid

of their own. The problem is fulther complicated in situations where por.tions of

the training set are missing or

if

the data is noisy. Additional problems are encountered

when the clustels to be recognized have multimodal distributions.

As stated in section 2.3 of the repolt, there are two approaches to determining valid
clustering. The f,rst category uses a single prototype per cluster. Then cluster validity
indexes are evaluated to measure the propriety of the data pal.tition. A vectol. quantize<l
representation of the data is used in the second category. This approach requires a postprocessing stage to appropriately cluster the numerous prototypes. Both of these methods
arc prcsented in the

following two sections.

4.1

Single Prototype per

Class
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4.1 Single Prototype per Class
An valid data paltition will contain only

as many prototypes as there are classes

in the data

and correctly assign class membership for each input pattem. when using conventional

unsupelvised lea[ring algorithrns
assumption

of the number of

fol

pattem lecognition, lve must initially make an

classes plesent

constmcted and optimized, some method
applopliateness
candidates

fol

of

in the clata. After the DpM has been

evah¡ation

is

r.equired

to detemine

of the assumed prototype count. we now present several

the

inter.esting

such cluster. validitv indexes.

4,1,1 Cluster Validity Indexes
In his book, Bezdek [4] descrjbes among others several suggestions of functionals for.use
as cluster validity indexes: degree of separation, par.tition coefficient, partition entl.opy,

normalized partition entropy, and separation coefficient. The degree
par

of

separation,

tition coefûcient, partition entropy, normalized partition entr.opy ftlnctionals all attempt

to evaluate a particular clustering assignment based solely on the coruesponding DpM.
Degree of Separation: (maximize)

z(u;c)

=t- [É rå,,,otl,vu. Mr^.

(4.1)

'Z(U;c) = leUeMc

z = I if u e M ,, so it is not useful when using hald logic to partition
'coarse' to be useñ¡l in evaluating ftlzzy partitions for

the data. Z is too

it only measur.es the largest

minimum over the columns of u. In such a case, a particular par.tition containing only one

column having equimembelship values could have the same degree

of

separ.ation as

another partition in which all of the columns contained equimembership values.
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Partition Coeffi cient: (maximize)

F(U;c)=II@,)2/n.
k=l¡=l

Ø.2)

.1/c<F(U;c)SI

'F(A;c)=leUeM"
.F(U;c) =1/c<+U = [l/cl
F

suggests that good fuzzy pzutitions

will tend to be'crisp'. such an assumption is not

necessarily the case because real wolld data typicalty contains significant areas of cluster

overlap which should be leflected by ftzzy columns in the par.tition matrix.

F is also

typically monotonically decreasing with an increase in the numbel of clusters to be founcl.
Therefore, as a cluster validity index,

it is biased

towards partitions having a smaller

number of clustel' prototypes.

The information-theorctic concept of entlopy is often used in pattem recognition. since
fuzzy rnembership values may be likened to plobabilities for choosing classes, a partition
entropy index may be defined as follows:

Partition Entropy: (minimize)

H(U;c) = -I
k

where ¿

e (1,.o) , tt,olognQt,) =0

=

u,otogo(u,)/n
I
1i I
=

whenever

u¡*=

.0<H(U;c)llogo(c)
'H(U;c) =0ç¡U eMc
.H(U;c) = Iogo(c) eU =

[l/cl

0.

Ø3)
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Like F, H assumes that good partitions will tend to be crisp. using

11 as a cluster

validity

index is also hampeled by the measule's predisposition to valiclate partitions wher.e the
numbel of clustels c, apploaches the number of data pattems p.

By normalizing the partition entropy, we may eliminate this prefer.ence for high

cluster.

counts.

Normalized Partition Entropy: (minimize)

ît 1u;c¡ = H (u;c)
T\e F, H

and

Ê

/ t1 - (c/n)l

(4.4)

functionals all measu.e the fuzziness of the DpM

validity. since the clusters leside in the data set

x,

u

to indicate its

Bezdek [4] suggests that the validity

indexes should afso depend on the elements of the algorithm which cr.eates

U

fuom

x.

One such index, the separ.ation coefficient, is defined below.

Separation Coeffi cient: (maximize)

G (u

where

r,

;v;c;x;tt)

=,':i:,

=, -, *T|i {,
="

{u,od (x¡, v¡)

}

=T!!

for I < i < c,

_,

and

{ (r, + r,) / c ¡¡} }

(4.5)

c,, = rt (v,, v¡) for I 3 i + j

t

c.

.Ge (--, l)
In addition to

u

and

c, G

also depeuds on the positions of the prototypes, the data

themselves and the distance function used. Aftel executing a clustering algor.ithm, G is
used to interyret the results as follows:

.0<G< 1<+ { no pair of closed balls B (r¡

r¡) intersect

one another

. G = 0 <+ { the closest pairs ofd Q,,r,) 's are exactly tangent
}
.G<0e {atleastonepair ofF Q,,r,) 's intersect one another }

}
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Even though the separation coefficient gives conceptually appealing indications of the
validity of the clìrsterirìg, it does not completely ovelcome the rleficiencies of an algor.ithnr
that does not takô into account variable cluster density, size, shape and orientation. If the
same metric is used to define distances

with lespect to each cluster, evely prototype will

have an identical region of attlaction in its neigborhood. In order to optimize the cluster
repl'esentation capabilities of all the prototypes, each must nake use of its own distance

metric. For the purpose of determining ploper clustering, only those clustel. validity
indexes defined in the following subsection were implemented for this thesis.

4.1.2 UFP-ONC Älgorithm

The probability density function for a nomal variable having mean

p

and standar.d

deviation o is given by Equation 4.6 below.

f
If

the input set

x

(r) = L,:r-(x-!)'z'/2a2
ol2n

(4.6)

(having cardinality n) is assumeil to be d'awn from a mixture of c p-

valiate normal disfibutions, i.e. F
density of assigning random normot

(r) = Lpp (¡li),
u.rto.'itt

class

j

the class condirional probabiliry

is found by extending Equ ation 4.6

to:

(4.7)

where X, is the p X p covar.iance matrix for class

j.

In mixtule theory, maximum likelihood estimation [4] is used to determine where to locate

the decision boundary in order to minimize the misclassifrcation rate when disceming
between two overlapping random distr.ibutions.

4.l
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Gath and Geva [17] introduced an algorithm for clustering data witlÌout the need for a

priori assunrptions of the number of subsets to be found. Trte unsupervisetl Fuzzy
Partition - optimal Number of clusterr (uFp-oNC) algor.ithm is based on an extension of
Fuzzy Ma"rimum Likelihood Estimation (FMLE) [4], which cfefines 'exponential' <listance
measì.ues
h

(ilxr)

to the plototypes. The exponential distance

, the posterior

to

cletermine

plobability of selecting cluster I given the input vector .rj.

h

a,
d;(xj,v¡)
whe'e lo, is the

measuLes ar.e used

pXp

(ilxj)

ldetlF¡)7t/2,jtG,-,,¡,r;,rr1-r,))

fnzzy covatiance matr.ix of the ith cluster., and

p, is the a priori

probability of selecting the ith cluster..

F¡=

\i= l h (il x¡) (x, -

v

¡)

1x.,

- ¡)r
v

>hQtxj)

j=l
tlr

Pí

= :>hUlxj)
j=l

T\e

h

(ilx¡)

(4.1 I )

probabilities are very similar to the ø,0 elements (Equation 2.20) from the

FCM algorithm. A new centroid equation is defined by the following:

\

ví =

n ç4x,)zx,

' ,,--

>hutrì2

j=1
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Together', equations (4.8) thlough (4.12) from the

FMLE iter.ative algorithm to minimize

an objective functional similal to the one defined by Equation 2.17 (wtth ¡rr

=

2). Since

the cluster pl'ototypes each use a unique matLix nol'm inducecl clistance metr.ic
detelminecl from the DPM

(as

in the previous step), they have hyperellipsoidal regions of

attraction with variable size, shape and or.ientation.

Due to its exponential distance nìetric, a centroid tends to have steep slopes at the
boundalies

of its

region

membership values

of

attraction. Thelefore,

it

to any pattern within its 'reach'

quickly tends to assign high
a¡rcl thus the FMLE algor.ithm

converges to a local ninimum. This is why Gath and Geva's uFp-oNC algor.ithm uses

FCM as a first stage to predetermine a set of sr¡itable initial centroid positions for its
FMLE second stage.
ThLee new clnster validity indexes, fuzzy hlpervolutne, average partiÍion clensity and

p(o'tition density ate defined below (keeping the notation frorn [17].)

T\e

fuzzy

hypervolume is def,ned solely by the sum of square roots of the cleterminants of the fuzzy
covariance matrices of the clusters. The density measules calculate the .sum of central
members' per unit hyper.volume.
Fuzzy Hypervolume: (minimize)

Fav

=Z

¡ttet(F¡))t/2

(4.13)

''

(4.14)

Average partition density: (maximize)
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Partition density: (maximize)
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In this manner, paltitions plcducing compact and

clense clustel.s are validated

ovel those

having low density.

As previously mentioned, the UFP-ONC algorithm consists of two stages which

ar.e

sequentially executed with each inclease in the assumed number of clusters, Begiming

with

a

two class clustering, the FCM stage is executed normally. upon its completion, the

resultarìt DPM and cluster plototypes are used to initialize the FMLE stage. once the

FMLE algorithm is teminated, the

F

,r,

D ro, and pD cluster validity indexes

ar.e

computed and storcd. Then the number of clusters is incremented, and the training process
is repeated. The algorithm is teminated based upon a maximum number of clusters to be
evaluated and/or trcnds in the values of the cluster validity indexes.

The UFP-0NC algorithm does typically result in good data partitions having the correct
number of clusters. However, such quality clustering conles at a high computational cost.

In

genelal, the calculation

of

the fuzzy partition matrices and their inverses

is

computationally intensive, and it grows rapidly as the dimensionality of the input space
increases.

4.1.2.1 UFP-ONC Implementation

A simplified flowchalt for the implementation of the uFp-oNC algorithm is shown in
Figure 4.1. The algorithm's couesponding pseudo-code is given in Figure 4.2 onpageTS.

As previously indicated, the UFP-ONC algorithm is a two stage pr.ocess. First the FCM
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algorithm is executed for a given number of nodes. The results of this fìrst stage are then
used to initialize the FMLE second stage.

lnitialize UFP.ONC
parâmeters

Iteration =
Iteration .r

I

- Num

clusters <

\

Stop_nìtm_clusters

Iteration limit &
Total ryt. chanse >

\

\vt. change

-

threÄhold?

./

FIGURE 4.1. The florvchart for UFp.ONC algorithm.

The FMLE algorithm contains one loop in which the bulk of the computations are
pedormed.

At

each iteration, the clustel probabilities and covadance matrices are

computed. This infomation, together with the DpM from the previous step, is used to
update the positions of the prototypes. The final step in each iter.ation is to cr.eate a new

DPM using the new cluster prototypes and their statistics. After the FMLE has converged,
the rtrzzy hypervolume and paltition density cluster validity intlexes are calculated and

of clusters is incrcmented and the FCM and FMLE

stored. The nunbol

stages are

repeated.

Begin (I,FP-ONC)

Input ¿, n, X = l.t,eglP:i = t,2,...,n} i
Input c, n¡, e, MatFcnltcr , MaxF llelteÌ. ;

Iftput

Sta¡lNl.r,

C lus ter

c <- St.u tNu¡ttclustet.s i

s,

EtldNuÙClustets i

Loop {clu8ters}
hitlalize prototJæes V(0) = {r,eyl!':i=1,2,...,c} i

r,

¡rr*(o) <-

Loop

l)

r,/
I) \
rdiutaj*t""'-"
(r¡ _

) ; ,eo;

{rcú}

r<-f+1;
,,*t,l

*fI elr/,t*)""-t')';
u,{,)*f l,,,*1.,*), l
,
\*
/
Y=r
t

MaxError <_

nax Ilu¡¡(r) _lU(r_I)|I

;

While (1t < uatrcntte¡ antt (MørError.>
rl
¡P
\ P
¡<_0; pi<_:> iji vi(Ò -{)r,¡r¡lt\u,*;
''j t
\t=l
/ r=t
Loop

n,

* (i

u,.,

'j=

{,, -,

)

t* i

- r,>r)r

I

Loop (FMLÞ)
r<- t+li Pi<- !>u¡ji

i r,,.. ;

/¡¡¡j

r,.rr,,,

k=t

(r) e-

O

e)

) ; {FCM}

/

/,t
"?k)

(i r(

t

/

¿t

;k))

|

j=l

-(!u,*,r)rj
\t=t
t

,,1,¡

uik(1) <-

Loop

F,,r* L
¡=

\

)

iMarE!tot

ç-

nt.ax

( (t < MàxFnrtetter¡ and lMaxE,ror>tLJ

[ttet(F,)]t/2

While

o,* p,ur.;- ,,tt,,-,¡)ti,u,,

lc

i s<-

Output F¡lv, pDi c<-c+li

Loop

'

^
(1/.t"?k)/lZ,Uru¿r

While
l

u,o

(c < EndNuuC

I

i,l: (¡,t l(r,-r,)F,'(Ì,.
'

)

llu¡¡(t)

-uij(t- 1)lIi

; IFMLEI

uii I

e,)ì

pD<-+i

<t)

!uste,.r) ; [clusters]

End, II,FP-ONC]

FIGURE 4.2, Pseudo.code for the UFP-ONC algorithm.
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4,1,2.2 lllustrati ve Example
Figure 4.3 below shows two of the four dimensions of Andelson's [2,13] ILis data set. It is
evident that the fir'st class is well-sepalated fiom the othel two. However., the second and

third classes contain a small r.egion of overlap. Due to this overlap, we may expect the
algolithm to have some difficulty iu learning

a proper classif,cation scheme.

þo

+

@oô

o

+++
+ï+

+ llllll+

J+++ +

-tf

++ .l+

'6to'o

+++vè.!ië6tõ.

o o ovtrstntco

FIGURE 4.3. Scatter-plot ofT$o Dimensions From Anderson's [2] Iris Data,

The UFP-ONC algorithm was executed using the above rlata set. Linits of 25 iterations
each were imposed on the FCM and FMLE stages. After both stages were cornpleted, the

fuzzy hypervolume and pattition density indexes wete computed and stored. The
algorithm investigated the clusteling performance over a number ofplototypes range from
tlvo to five. Training results and theil coruesponding validity indexes for each cluster.count
are presented

in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respectively. In this case, the minima for the

fuzzy hypervolume i¡dex, and the maxima for the par.tition density index, both clearly

4.1 Single Prototype per
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occur when 3 clusters are used. This results indicate that the uFp-oNC was able to
suggest the cortect numbeL of classes in the data.

UFP-ONC RMS Reconstruction Errors - lris Data
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FIGURE 4.4. UFP-ONC Anderson,s Iris Data trainhrg.

Cluster Validity lndices - lr¡s Data Set
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FIGURE 4.5, UFP-ONC Iris Data cluster valirtity indexes,
(3 clusters tudicated)
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4.2 Multiple Prototypes per Class
4.2.1 SOM Interpretation

In their wol.k with soMs, Pedrycz md card [38] introducecl a methocl of linguisticalty
interpreting the ¡esr¡lts. This apploach

is

extendable

to the entire family of

vector

quantization based algolithms. Since soMs typica[y contain many more nodes than the
actual number of classes in the data, interpretive post-pr.ocessing is requir.ed to achieve

Iogical classification. In essence, this is an automated extraction process which detelmines
the lules for fo'ming the nodes into gloups. In the encl, the user is presentecl with an

indication of the number of rules, i.e. gloups, that were found, a specification of the
constitr.lent nodes

fol

each group and a stlucturally relative descr.iption for. each class in

the data set.

For this thesis, a graphical software package dubbed soFM Inte'preter; implemenring this

interpretive plocess, was created to operate under XWindows for Sun/Spar.c workstations.

Figule 4.6 displays the SOFM Interpreter's staÍ-up window with the main menus.

FIGURE 4,6, SOFM Interpreter Main Menus.

The process begins with the definition of linguistic variables or nuzzy labels introduced by

zadeh ï471. Figu'e 4.7 shows the program's fuzzy label input facility. up to seven labels
may be defined in any triangular, tlapezoidal or arbitrary fashion. In this case, thr.ee labels
have been created; small, medium and large.
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FIGURE 4,7. Fuzzy Label Defiútion Editor.

si¡ce all inputs to the soM are ple-nol'maliz
over an input domain
membership)

of [0, 1].

to 1 (complete

ed, the fuzzy var.iables are defined to opel.ate

The output of the fuzzy labels also range fiom 0 (no

membership).

In

Figure 4.7, the fûzzy labels have been

defined as follows:

(x) = 1-¡.
Metliu¡n: metlium (x) = l-lO.S-xl
t2t
Large: large (x) = .r.
Small: small

The n-dimensional coordinates (weights) of the soM's nocles are loaded fiom a file and
are displayed on the screen. The SOMs nodes have been ananged in

a 10 X 10

zuray.

In

this example, the SoM is trained using Anderson's Iris data 12,131. The data set consists

of 50 labelled examples

fion

each

of 3 classes. Although the class of each vecto¡ is not

provided during the training, we may use this information to determine the topology of the
transformations. The class for each input which the node was the winner is shown in
Figure 4.8 below. We see that the nodes in the upper-right corner of the map ended up
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representing the fir'st class. The nodes more or less along the upper left

- lower right

diagonal of the map were the winners for the seconcl class. This leaves the nodes of the

bottom-left corner to leplesent the thild and f,nal class. Two norles have been mar.kecl with

an'X'to

indicate that they were the winners for inputs fi'om more than one class.

Additionally, we see that 26 nodes did not end up lepresenting any of the inputs,

as

indicatecl by the'blank' nodes.

?2
111111
22 1111
22 2 11 11
2 22
1111
33r 22
333 22?22
33333H 22
¡t333222
2
3 33 3 2?2
1

FIGURE 4.8. Distribution ofthe CIâsses itr the Iris Dâta Set

It is evident that the soM

has propefly preselved the topology of the input space, for. the

winning nodes of the second class are 'between' those for the first and thir.cl classes. Norles

ma*ed

'x'

are to be expected given the fact that the second and third classes a small

region in common. In accordance with the results shown in section 3.1.3, a subset of

'blank' nodes is evident due to the region of separation between the first and

second

classes.

Figure 4.9 displays the weights of a

soM after it

represents one of the data set's four dimensions.
shades rcpresent weight values closer

to 1,0.

has been trained. Each weight map

with this representation scheme, darker

4.2 Multiple Prototypes per Class

FIGURE 4.9. Displaying the SOM,s rveights (10 X l0 nodes),

The next step consists of applying each of the labels to each of the weight

maps.

Figure 4.10 shows the twelve linguistically t'ansformed weight maps that were obtained

in the example.

FIGURE 4.10. Welght maps transformed by

lingulsttc varlables,
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combinations of these transformations now quantize the descriptions possible for the
weights in the map. In the figule above, the rows of maps (starting at the top) represent the

application of the fizzy labels for small, medium and large respectively. The shaded
values

in the maps display the glades of

compatibility

of the weights with their

cotlesponding linguistic labels. Specifically, the dalkel the transfor.mecl weight's shade,
the gleater is its compatibility with the proposecl label.

In order to desclibe

a node

in the map, one label for each climension must be chosen. This

fuzzy description D of a point in the input space is taken to be the logical intersection of
its components:

D = A¡tþur) aA,r(rvr) a...A,,,(w,,)

where

(4.t6)

AU is an element of the set of fuzzy labels,

w, is the value of the itlt dimension weight for.the node, ancl
¿ is the dimensionality of the input space.

ln fuzzy decision theory, intersection is defined by any function flom

a

family known as r-

norms [39). The soFM Interpreter software allows the usel to specify which t-norm to use

from the following list:

AtB = min (A, B) ,
AtB = AB, or
AtB = max(0,A+B- 1).
Possible descriptions for the 2-D

soM

are obtailed by extending Equation 4.16 to the

form

D = lD¡,¡] = A¡1(wy,¡2,) aA.r(*¡,¡2,ù ñ...A¡u(wy,¡z,u)

(4.11)

Each combination D may be referred to as a n¡le to describe the map and best repl.esents a

variable number

!o!n @¡r,¡2)
lt,l¿

of the SOMs

nodes. The possibility

(zr) of D is definerl as

which irdicates the overall extent to which the description is compatible
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with the map. A high value for

n,
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indicates good compatibility of the rule for at least

some portion of the map.

The total numbel of distinct n¡les is given by

A"

where

A is the number of fuzzy

labels

available, and ¿ is the probiem's dimensionality. Using the example case, each of four
dimensions being quantized to three rtzzy labels yielcls a total set

rules

{.1,1SS, SSSM, SSS¿,

...,

LLLL}.

of 3a = 8l

clistinct

Depending on rhe distr-iburion of rhe data, some

(typically most) of the rules will not be suppolted. Determining which rules should be
accepted or discalded becomes a task of generating each rule D and evaluating its suppor.t

(nr).

The level of support fol each rule is recorded and a threshold is allowed to vary in

order to inclease ol reduce the number of rules which are accepted. The uniorr of all the
accepted rules is then taken to give a good representation of the entile map. However., such
a

union will typically result in many nodes being well reprcsented by multiple rules. Such

overlapping representation stems dilectly from the overlap

in the definitions of

the

original fuzzy variables and causes the need for the applicatio¡r of another threshokl.
since each rule may be exprcssed as a series of o-cuts [39] which iclentify the nodes in the
map having a grade of membership not less than

cx,,

an G-cut threshold is then used to

minimize the rule overlap ovel all the nodes. Apart from reducing representational
overlap, ([ theshold also incrcases the conf,dence level in the interpretation of the SoM.

This approach to grouping nodes is intuitively appealing. However as prcsented, tho
method is time and resource consuming, and grows exponentially with the incr.eased
dimensionality of the problem!

we now propose a refinement of the interpletive process which avoids an exhaustive
search through the complete set

of rules and minimizes the number. of rules to

be

evaluated. The soh¡tion is to examine the input space only at those points which are

necessary; the positions

of the nodes. since t-nolms are by definition monotonically

nondecleasing, the best ruie

for the neighbolhood about any node is given as the

combination of best labels for each dimension of it's weights. under. such an assumption,
the best'ule to describe norle

(il,i2)

of the soM is then

clefinecl

by Equation 4.1g

below.

Dot't.¡r,¡z

= 'i:

(A¡t0vj\jz.r)) n... 'Xo,' ,o,,,(rr¡t.¡2.,))

(4.18)

The name of each distinct rule found is then saved in a list. Thus the maximum number of

rules to generate and evaluate now becomes equal to the number of nodes in the soM.

Typically, this process will drastically reduce the number of rules requiring further
examination. The SOM intelpletation pr.ocess may now continue as before.

Figure 4.1i depicts the possibilities ofthe six rules (as opposed to g1 pr.eviously) that were
determined to be appropliate for fur'ther examination. By adjusting the possibility an<Ì ocut thresholds, it was determined that the thlee nìost supported rules sufficiently clescribed

the soM. This lesult indicates that thl€e classes were found in the data. Figwe 4.12
displays the chosen rules, indicating the extent to which each ruie describecl the nodes of
the map. Also indicated are the nodes which constitute each rule (after.applying the

o

thleshold). For the example case, the rules chosen were MMSS, LMMS ancl LMLS.
Figure 4.13 shows the extent to which the entire SoM is represented by the three chosen
nrles together. The number of nodes covercd by the rules and the number. of nodes being
represented by overlapping rules are given as a percentage of the total number ofnodes in

the map. The three chosen rules were thresholded at an tr value of 0.4. Ninety percent of
the soM's nodes werc accounted for, with an overlap of seventeen percent. These results
conespond well with the data since botanists label the iris flowers into tllee subspecies.
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FIGURE 4.11. Rules to be further considered.
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FIGURE 4.12. The €hosen rules (drree

classes found).
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FIGURE 4,13. Reconstructed map.

Often, simple possibility level thlesholding leads to suboptimal rule selection. Such a case

typically occurs when many rules have approximately equal possibility values. per.haps it
would have been better to include a rule having lower possibility while excluding one
which survived the threshold. Fol' this purpose, two different rule selection mechanisms
were included with the interpretel package: manual selection/deselection and a genetic
algorithm optimization

[1

8] routine.

Through mouse controls, the software allows the user.to view each rule. With the manual

rule selecldeselect feature, the user is able to specify which rules should be usecl in the
optimization as well as exercise control over the cr threshold level. To fi;rther automate the
advanced mle seiection pl'ocess, a simple genetic algor.ithm is engaged in an attempt to

optimizo a objective (frtness) function. This function is constructed as a weighted sum of
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the SOM's node covet'age, rule overlap, number of rules selected, minimum selectecl n ancl

minimum selected ct vafues.

FIGURE 4.14. Conh.olling the Genetic Algorithm optirnization.

Figure 4.14 above shows the software's genetic algorithm optimization facility with its

slider controls for adjusting each of the fitness function's paranìeter weighting. The
software makes use of user specified vadables to contr.ol the chromosome population,
generation limit and chlomosome operations parameters.

Additional extensions to the rule extraction process would need to include

a pr.ocedure

for

optimizing the fvzzy labels by tailoling them for the data set. one could also include

a

separate set of luzzy labels fo¡ each dimension of the input. Such a step would further
reduce the ovellap of the rules for each class while increasing the overall confidence

rules.

It

may not be feasible to increase the total node coverage. Especially

if

ill

the

the data

contains well separated clusters. This is because the local nodal interaction during the

soM training

process

will result in

the placement of some nodes in areas of low input

density. such nodes will not be good reprcsentatives for any portion of the data. Ther.efore
these nodes are not r¡sed by the

soM in its representation of the data and the rïles to be
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folmed should not attempt to include descriptions fol them. Even furthel optimization of
the rule genelation process may be achieved by allowing it to make use of ,clon,t care,
conditions for the separate inputs.

4,2.2 GCS Interpretation
One effect of the GCS's continual addition and removal of cells is that eventually the
structrue becomes disjointed. Once a portion of the structure has split away fr.om the
remainder,

it will never rc-attach itself. These

sepalate structures continue to gl.ow and

adjust themselves independently. Eventually, any well sepal.ated clusters in the data

will

be accurately represented by theil own subsets of the GCS's cells.

A simple gathering process may now be used to detemine how many of these subsets
exist. The number of disjoint subsets in the GCS now gives a r.easonable estimato of the
number of classes existing in the data. However, in a real world data set, clistinct classes

are not always well separated. In fact, these classes often contain regions of overlap
among them. Since the positions of the cells

in the GCS provide a 'good'

compact

representation of the dislribution of the data, we may use their. weights as a new and

substantially reduced data set with which to run the UFP-ONC algorithm for examining
cluster validity indexes. with the assumption that the classes have multivariate gaussian

distributions, we may simultaneously execute UFP-ONC algorithms on each

of

the

separate subsets of the GCS. A revised estimate of the actual number of classes in the data

is then obtained by summing the sì.lggested nr¡mbel of classes within each subset of the
GCS. This procedure will rcsult in faster classification because of the gl€at computational

intensity that would be lequired by applying the UFP-ONC algorithm to the complete

ofginal data set. As

a cautionary note, we state that a

relatively large number of cells must

be available for the GCS to permit the reasonable preservation of the distributions of the
classes withfur the data. Othelwise, the UFP-ONC results may be er¡oneous.
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5

Prediction of Input Component Values Through
Unsupervised Learning

Once a network has formed the flnal rcptesentation of a given data set, an intelesting

application of the results is to determine the pledictive capabilities of its norles. To
accomplish this task, a subset of a test vector's i¡puts is presented to the network. Those

dimensions of the network which co[espond to the available inputs are then used to
determine the distance to each node.

A conpetition is then held, and the best matching

node is declared the winner'. The weights of this node, which correspond to the missing

input dimensions ale then outputted as pr.edictions for. the missing values.

5.1 A Constructed Example
To test this predictive ability, a new five dimensional data set was constructed. This set
was divide into one set, consisting of 1296 pattems for.training, and a second 256 pattem

test set. None of the test pattems wete present in the tr.aining set. These patter.ns were
constlucted according to the sum of exponentials equation show below:

Where x2 through x5 ale all independent variables.
Since any vector-quantizing compression of the data is lossy, to quantify the quality of the

predictions, we will compare the lesults to the achievable optimal which is given by using
the entile training set for the prediction process. The optimal results for the given rlata set
are presented in Figule 5. 1 which shows the expected, predicted and effor values

for each

5.1 A Consrructetl Example
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of the test vectors, For this case, the RMS pr.ediction

error. was found to the 0.053089

r¡nits.

OPTIMAL PREDICTION RESULTS
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FIGURE 5.1. Optimal PÌ€diction of the Dependent Componenf.

Next, the GCS algolithm was executed using the data, and the stluctuì€ was allowed to
gtow to the size of 100 cells. These cells give

a compression

ratio of 12.96:

1

for the data.

Figurc 5.2 displays the prediction results fol this GCS. Although the RMS prediction enor

of0.168888 units is 3.18 times the optimal, the network's ability to predict the dependent
va¡iable would be suitable in many applications. The plediction lesults may be improved
by reducing the data compression ratio thr.ough the addition of more cells.

5.2 Forecasting

the Load on a Hydro

lJtility

GCS PREDICTION RESULTS
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FIGURE 5,2, Predicting the Dependant Conlponent Using a 100 Cell GCS.

5.2 Forecasting the Load on a Hydro Utility
Another example prediction application is prcsented in o¡der to evaluate the results in a
realistic setting. on any given day, a hydlo-electlic utility would benefit from a reliable
estimate of the actr.lal load at each hour of the day. Such i¡formation is useful for. the

appropriate scheduling

of generator maintenance times and contracts for the sale of

surplus powel to othel utilities. This load curve is essentially nonrepeating. However there

typically are similalities in the shape of the curve for each day. Even though this curve is
nonstationary in the long fun, there are shoÌt periods for which an accuïate forecast may
be made. For this example the data set consists of 4872 training, and,1176 testing pattems.
Each patteln is a 7 dimensional vectol consisting of the gathered information for.the hour,

temperatule on forecast day, wind speed on forecast day, wind chill on forecast day, load,
temperature on previous day, and wind chilt on previous day. Since all dimensions of the
data have been normalized priol to haining, the forecasting results units are normalized

5.2 Forecasting

the Load on a Hydro

utility
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megawatts. Figure 5.3 shows that the optimal forecasting results have an RMS pr.ediction

elror of 0.028548 units.

OPTIMAL FORECASTING RESULTS
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FIGURE 5.3. Optinral Load Forecasting,

GCS FORECASTING (400 cells)
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Figure 5.4 above shows that allowing a GCS fained on the data to glow to a size of 400

cells, results in a data compression ratio

of 12.18 : l, and an RMS precliction

er.r.or

of

0.053047 units, which is only 1.86 times the optimum.
For comparison, the folecasting results shown in the previous figure ale evaluated against
those for a 400 node SOM, shown in Figure 5.5. In this case, the SOM achieved a better

RMS forecast errol of 0.047667 units, which is 1.62 times the optimum.

SOM FORECASTING (20 x 20 nodes)
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FIGURE 5.5. Results of Load Forecasting Using

a 400 Notìe SOM.

Having the SoM out perform its counterpart GCS in this case is not especially sur.prising

for we would inhritively expect any clusters in the load data to have much overlap.
Therefore, a SoM would not waste a large plopoltion of its nocles on the repl.esentation of
the regions of low input probability. However, the execution time for the

soM algorithm

was i.54 times that of the same sized GCS. In both these cases, the forecasting results

rival those which are cunently being obtained through a linear regr.ession technique and
are

within the utility's eror tolerance range.
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Chapten 6
Conclusions and R.ecommendations

Although it is refen'ed to as unsuperviserl learning, this description is not completely
acculate. Some infolmation, in the form of a metlic to be used in defining a node,s region

of attraction, must be provided. we described how the choice of metric coukl be made to
appropliately identify clustefs of valious shapes within the data. Since all unsupelvised

learning algorithms form

a

non-unifor.m vector quantization

of the data, their.

representational capabilities ale essentially equivalent. However, these algolithms do var.y

greatly in their complexities. Although the DPM based algorithms provide an inmediate
lepresentation of the classes in the data, they are hampered by the additional bur.dens of
the DPM maintenance and a lequirement of prior knowledge of the numbel of classes to
be found. The cluster

validity indexes in the UFP-ONC algorithm provide an altemative to

the latter problem, but this algorithm is further. hamper.ed the by additional cost of the
numerous calculations of many covariance matrices, The interpretation of a trained GCS,
as prcsented

in Section 4.2.2, was the simpìest method found to reliably classify the data.

Moreover', due to its resistivity to boundar.y effects, the GCS showed the best ability to
represent data along the edges of the input distribr.rtion.

Chapter

4

also prcsented an improvement

to a previously reportecl

procedure for

intelpreting the results of soM tlaining. This process no longel grows exponentially with
an increase in the dimensionality of the problem space. Through a graphical computer
progranl, the user is left with a suggestion for the proper.classes in the problem, and the

ability to easily adjust the rules to be used in order to search for better results.
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Chapter 5 presented a previously unencounterecl application of these networks with
respect to the prediction of dependent data. Results of the application of this proceclure
were found to be good fol the prediction of stationary as well as non-stational.y data.

Since these types of netwolks have shown promise in data compression, especially for.
audio and video signals, it is rccommended that furthel'wolk in this alea be clone in the

dilection of hardwale implementations of such systems. Large scale implementations,
containing many nodes, will prove to be useful in the transmission and stor.age of such
data.
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